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Diversity according to American Heritage Dictionary:
being distinct in kind; unlike; having variety and form.
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"One of the best things about a small school is that you
are given the opportunity to stand out and stand up for
what you believe in."
"I love being involved in lots of clubs on campus, hopefully I will be able to make
a difference somewhere.
"
"Really, I'm not sure what I want to do in the future. I definetely want to go to graduate
school . . . maybe study law or further my politics degree. Who knows! Whatever
I end up doing, I just hope to always
be learning more about myself, and growing closer to
the Lord.
"
•v* Campus Life
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FUN FACTS
ABOUT YOUR
HOME:
•frDid you know that McKean is
the largest residential hall on cam-
pus with 115 rooms while ward
has 1 10 and Elizabeth a mere 77.
^•The average fraternity house
has 22 rooms and the average
sorority house has 1 9 rooms.
In some cases, dorm life can become a bit distract-
ing. Mims Rouse realizes that life in Gale Hall can
sometimes be hectic and disrupting, and therefore
must seek refuge in the library where he can find
a stronger focusing environment.
Rhoni & Robbie
Barton, and Nikki
White share some time
together in an on-cam-
pus room. Living on
campus gives many
the opportunity to be
close by friends, and
in this case, family.
Michelle Esfahani takes
advantage of the small
amount of space she
has in her dorm room
by lofting her bed.
8 ^ Living
tnuironment
Lifestyles of the
Student Body
By Kelly Rhodes
Through the
years, dorm rooms seem
to become students'
home away from home.
Most students choose
to live on campus,
where a variety of
housing arrangements
makes each dorm
unique. Others opt to
live off campus in
houses or apartments.
A few Orlando area na-
tives even live at
home, taking advantage
of free laundry and
home cooked meals.
Those who live on
campus can choose be-
tween living in the
larger dorms, like
McKean or Ward, or spe-
cialty housing
including; fraternity
and sorority houses,
Pinehurst, and R O C.
Two new additions to
this list are Harmon
and Pflug halls for
those with an interest
in the theater.
"I like living in
my sorority house over
the big dorms because
it is a lot more laid
back and fun," said
Lindsay Koch.
Kappa Alpha Theta, one of the so-
rorities on campus, sits among a
cluster of greek houses.
One of the many nearby houses
rented by students was commonly
referred to as the "Yellow House".
Pflug Hall is a dormitory that once
was a private residence. It now
serves as special interest housing for
theater majors.
Some find living
on campus too restric-
tive and move to apart-
ments or houses. Wor-
ries about Resident
Assistants and Campus
Safety are gone, the
new troubles arrive
with maintenance and
bills. One advantage
to living off campus is
the ability to throw a
party whenever you
please, as long as the
Winter Park Police De-
partment is not in-
vited.
"Living off cam-
pus gives me the free-
dom of more space and
my own garage. I can
even have my own dogs,"
jokes Bart Mercer.
All in all, your
lifestyle is shaped by
your living environ-
ment, whether it be
study habits, party-
ing, or hanging out.
All options have their
own advantages and
disadvantages, so you
must choose wisely to
create your own happi-
ness.
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By Soluna Gandhi
frisbees on Mills
These people are
clubs or organiza-
a little extra time
on campus,
in the leisure
participate be-
have to or are in
with other
keep the games
and casual, and
process, make it a
students also par-
ous intramural
ou see them playing football in front of Ward Hall, spiking voleyballs on the courts, tossing
lawn or hitting balls on the tennis courts.
These women are among the many students
who take advantage of their freetime by
gathering a few rays. The school's lake front
location gives students an excellent
oppurtunity for boat rides and skiing.
not doing these activities because they are in
tions, they are doing them because they have
on their hands to enjoy the sports and weather
Many students have found particular interests
sports they are involved with. They do not
cause they
competition
schools. They
light-hearted
through this
lot of fun. The
ticipate in vari-
sports. The
teams within the school compete against each other for the victory title. There
are also volleyball tournanment ongoing throughout the year. So if you are
looking for a sport or game to play for fun, simply walk outside and it is all
around.
Carrie
Oliver,
Liz
Ramirez,
Kim
Oram-
Smith,
and Tory
Hayes
spend
some of
their
extra time
at the
bowling
ally.
10 Leisure Sports
Lacrosse is a popular
pasttime at school.
This freshman was
among the many
who found the sport
both challenging
and fun.
Student finds bicycling not only to be a
leisure activity, but also a means to keep in
shape. Many students choose to participate
in activities to remain healthy.
The eight
lane
Olympic
size
A I fond
Pool
offers a
refresh-
ing relief
from the
hot sun.
Many
students
used the
facilities
to relax
in the
everlast-
ing
Florida
summer-
time
weather.
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fRegardless of the Surgeon General's
warning about lung cancer, many stu-
dents chose to continue smoking. This
was a widespread habit on the campus.
Some students would not label them-
selves as smokers. A social smoker,
Terri Felton tried Cloves while she was
out one night.
By Luis Hernandez
Marlboros, Cam-
els, Newports. Do
these words sound
familiar? They
should since tney are
the most popular
brands of cigarettes smoked on cam-
pus. The use of tobacco products
varies from student to student. Some
are simply social smokers, while many
others ouy them by the carton. Both
groups of students ignore all health
risks that tobacco products cause.
The constant builkdup of cigarette butts in public ashtrays and walkways
just illustrates that smoking is big on campus. Although students who reside on
campus are prohibited from smoking in their rooms due to recent state and fed-
eral clean air regulations, many disregard the ban.
Cigars have also found recent popularity on campus. While it is not as wide
spread as cigarette smoking, this new fact continues to grow. Chewable tobacco is
also something used by the males on campus, regardless of the deadly and disfig-
uring risk it can cause. The use of any one of these products has been proven to
cause damage. Because of this, the government warnings should not be taken
lightly.
Smoking Increases
Despite New Reforms
1 2
-v* Smoking
Polling Around
28% men
29% women
smoke regularly
surveys based on 251 students pol
At a party at Border Cantina, this student
takes a puff of her cigarette. Most frequently
visited bars were constantly filled with
smoke.
Lisa Scheid knows she has only one life to
live, yet that won't stop her from smoking her
favorite brand of cigarettes. She tried to obey
the new smoking policy in the dorms by
taking a ride in her convertible.
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I feel a lot of
students are
lacking a spiritual
component in their
lives. Spiritual
growth is just as
important as
physical and
mental maturation.
I honestly believe a
lot of people here
would be happier in
their day to day
lives if they
develoiped a
conversational
relationship with
God.
Lua Rudolph
Class of '97
Bahai Adherent
By Allison Mains
The sun rises casting a golden glow on the sleeping
campus on Sunday morning... but despite appearances, the
campus does not lay entirely quiet. From Knowles Memorial
Chapel rise voices singing hymns, high heeled shoes click across
the brick walk ways on their way to off campus churches, and
others stir in their rooms preparing for a day of worship.
Religion is alive and well on and off campus, and
Sundays are not the only sacred days here. Rollins is home to
many religious groups of all sorts. Christians, Jews, Muslims,
Buddhists, and people of various faiths reflect the many facets
of religious life.
Campus Crusade for Christ, Intervarsity, the Jewish
Student League, various prayer groups, and a Muslim group
meet weekly on campus. There are, however, other faiths
practiced by students which are not represented by a club. To
fit their needs, there are groups located in the Winter Park and
Orlando area.
Many students strive to identify themselves and clarify
their values through a myriad of different belief systems. The
traditional, conservative Christian can be found amongst the
busy bustle between classes, and the atheist may be standing
only a few feet away. Just as in every other area of life on
campus, a close up look at religion can reveal more variety than
expected.
The Bahai
faith,
which
originated
in Iran
has
spread to
almost
every
continent.
On a
recent trip
to
Uganda,
junior Lua
Rudolph
took this
photo of a
Bahia
temple.
1 4
-v" Religion
Images of stained glass windows help
many to evoke an image of spirituality.
This photograph shows the dominant
stained glass window in the Knowles Me-
morial Chapel, which to many serves as
the spiritual center of their lives whenever
they're on campus.
This Armenian Orthodox cross hangs in
the room of senior Isabel Kalpakian. The
Armenian church, which is the oldest
Christian sects in the world, is also one of
the least known branches of Christianity.
ollins gives
numerous
opportunities
to experience
God's love. I
am joyful to
stand for
Jesus Christ
and to serve
as His
witness.
Julie Sauers
Class of '96
Methodist
here appears to
be a wonderful
awakening, a
spiritual
awareness
dawning in the
hearts of
students. They
are thinkers and
committed to
deepening and
strenghthening
their roles as
leaders with
sound values
and compassion
for their fellow
man.
Jan Jackson
Advisor for the
Christian Science
Organization (CSO)
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Chi Omega sorority sisters, Sarah DuPont, Alexis
Bohrnstedt, Ashley Stearns, lara Peng, and Kim-
berly Stowers enjoy a quiet, yet exotic evening at
Kobe's Steakhouse. Students visited the area res-
taurants often when the cafeteria food did not
sound appetising.
Jodi Cohen and Greg Selkoe enjoy each other's
company at a party held at the Border Cantina on
Park Avenue. Local bars and restaurants allowed
organizations to use their facilities for nighttime
gatherings.
Jeremy Jewell and
Patrick Willis preparty
in a friend's room.
Drinking was a large
part of the nightlife on
campus.
Where's Waldo? He's
definately not at the
Border Cantina on a
Friday night.
1 6 After Hours
Campus and Orlando
Diversions
By Soluna Gandi
From going to the
movies, kicking back and
renting a video, or driving to
the beach to catch some
waves and sun, students
can enjoy Florida's "good
life." Those looking for
more action can hop over to
a club, grab a ride to Church
Street, have a couple cock-
tails at a party, jet over to
U.C.F. or dance the night
away at Pleasure Island.
Freshman, Danielle
Friedman says "There is al-
ways something to do in the
Orlando area. I can go out
every night of the week to a
different club and still have a
great time. I love going to
Pleasure Island because
there are so many different
clubs in one place, and they
all have different kinds of
bands. It's great to have
everything in one place.
rS*«^r Then if I get tired of going
K out dancing, there are
Tom Scanlan, Matt Williams, and plenty of things I can do and
Mike Cooper-three's company, but
four is a crowd. relax at the same time.
"
Many others feel the
same about Orlando. Not
only is there things to do in
the city, but the campus of-
fers many activities for ev-
eryone to enjoy. The Down
Under has an air-hockey
Christine Ng-A-Fook spends her
evening reading the latest news in table, pool tables, and a
the warm and cozy Phi Mu lounge.
large screen to watch mov-
ies or TV. Many dorms hold
special programs for their
residents. Finally there are
always those crazy fraternity
parties to enjoy and meet
new people. Whatever the
Mairi, Alex, Beth, Beatrice, and jana pleasure, everyone can find
prepare for a night at Church Street . . . , ,
gtat jon
happiness at night on cam-
pus or in Central Florida.
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MUCH
FUN
IN
THE
SUN
by Luis Hernandez
The warmth of the Florida sun is one of the many benefits students
on campus enjoy. It also attracts students to take advantage of the
sun's rays whenever they want to develop a tan. On a hot sunny
day, one is sure to find several students bathing by the Alfond poolside,
catching some rays. Yet sunbathing has its negative aspects, especially
during a time when people are emphasizing the use of sunblock to
prevent skin cancer from developing.
Skin cancer, which is largely caused by the sun's ultraviolet rays,
is on the rise in the United States and other countries where people flock
to the beach on a regular basis. Especially in the South, where weather is
intensely warm, the fear of skin cancer has caused many sun block
companies to see their sales soar. Whether its Coppertone or Hawaiian
Tropic, people are using all brands of sun block in every form for protec-
tion.
Sunglasses are also important necessity to have in Central
Florida. It is very important that one also protects their vision from the
sun's ultraviolet rays. Aside from sun block, one will find many students
on campus wearing protective eyewear.
With the depletion of the earth's ozone layer, one will find an
increasing number of people becoming more conscious to the health
risks in sun bathing. It is recommended that those who spend hours
sunbathing each week visit a dermatologist at least twice a year for
checkups. It is also important that sunbathers become aware of the sun's
dehydrating power, and nourish their bodies with liquids.
The rising risks of skin cancer should not scare us away from the
outdoors, only raise our concern for protection. Although the planet's
atmosphere is not as it was a century ago, the sun will continue to be
present, providing us with the warmth and light that Florida is famous
for.
These three students take advantage of the
warm Florida sun and the cool lake breeze
while trying to improve their tans.
18 Skin Cancer
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Use & Abuse
kJkai ate the cxuiAequenceyi?
By Luis Hernandez
The use of illegal narcotics is something that occurs on every college campus in the United States, even here
at our school. While it is not known how many students use and experiment with drugs, it is something
that has brought greater concern from many branches of the faculty. A new drug policy was enforced this year bringing
harsher conse-
drugs. Many stu-
harmful than alco-
drugs, alcohol con-
notorious. In a re-
research company,
United States in
have to look far to
we drink a lot. So
will never drink like
graduate. Have fun
said Angela Higgs.
only form of alcohol
Hard liquor, such as
whiskey, and gin
most consumed
Some students know the consequences of
drinking underage, while others discover
them the hard way. Arrests took place often
tor purchasing and consuming alcohol un-
derage and for fake ID's.
It has become the task of the Wellness Outreach program to educate and inform
students about the risks of drugs and alcohol abuse. With such recent events as the
"mocktails" festival held in the fall, where students created non-alcoholic drinks for
competition, the Wellness Outreach program has managed to provide students support
infomation in getting over alcoholism and drug abuse.
Matt
Gabriel
and Kit
Gray
get a
little
mushy
after
having
a few
too
many
drinks.
quences to students charged with possesion of
dents believe that drugs such as pot are actually less
hoi and should be legalized. Besides the use of
sumption is something that has made this college
cent poll held by the Princeton Review, a college
we ranked as one of the top 25 schools in the
I
beer consumption. On any single night, you do not
find a party in the making. "We are in college and
what? Most of us
this after we
while we can,"
Beer is not the
on campus,
rum, vodka,
are some of the
forms of alcohol.
20 <v> Drug Abu se
Alan O'Neil gets excited when the
camera catches him with a bottle of
beer at a party. Drinking went on a
lot on the campus.
Brian Harper is showing theeffects of
too much alcohol to his date, Lee
West. Unfortunately, he missed out
on Santa's appearance at the formal.
some-
thing that
must be
enforced
by
every-
one,
going out
in town
in a
chau-
ffered
imosine.
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Mike Cooper signs off after a brief
session of America On-Line. Many stu-
dents began to explore the vast re-
sources of the internet via major on-
line services.
Destin Berthelot is about to join the
modern age of electronic communica-
tions by picking up an application for a
VAX account.
By lara Peng
r \
he words E-mail,
"VAX",and Internet have
become increasingly more
popular around our campus.
Some of us still do not know what
they mean, how to get acess to
them, or even what they do. The
VAX is the micro-mainframe that is
used as a gateway to the Internet.
Throught the terms VAX and Internet are frequently used interchange-
ably, they are not really the same thing: When connecting to the VAX you
are reaching the academic computer. When connecting to the Internet
(using e-mail, etc.), you should already be connected to the VAX and
now are going beyond it-out into the world.
When you decide that you are ready to enter the world of Internet,
you can get a free account through the school-these accounts are free
t0 ail Mj | students, faculty and staff. Once youhave I£3 1^ l^#^|your account, you can use one of the44 MWm M^mmm I I ^^computers in the Bush Lab to e-mail
your friends on #^
,<f^ maJmZnk mm m JLm
*
o o ffampus \_onnBccions
22 Internet
Polling Around
57% of students use
the internet
70% of students use
e-mail
65% of students own
a computer
IB
,'i""f""i""r"i . . w-
surveys based on 251 students
Darren Lai and Lara Zeilinsky are trying
to develop new ways of improving
access to the internet at the Bush Com-
puter Lab.
Matt Certo, creator of Rollins' web
page, sits in front of his creation. He
worked on the internet all year on
different projects.
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LB
David
Martino and
Gus Abbott
enjoy good
quality time
and intellec-
tual dinner
conversa-
tions while
dining at
Beans. The
cafeteria
was usually
tilled during
the day with
people
eating and
socializing.
By Ashley Stearns and Kimberly Stowers
They call it Ross Skillman Hall, we just call it
"Beans '. The friendly staff and variety of food
have made it a popular hangout for students to
dine in, grab a snack, or even sit and chat.
In serving so many customers there is always
questions of satisfaction. Many students happily
feast among the entrees provided, while others
scrounge around searching for an end to their
hunger. "I have never seen so many strange combinations kids put
together to find a good meal. I wonder how much salt and barbeque
sauce this place goes through a week, " jokes Josh Roth.
Some students prefer to dine at Beans, while others favor the
Student Center grill, not to mention the newly constructed Sub Connec-
tion. Both offer a change of pace from the standard cafeteria style
dining. In addition, outside eating is popular at the Mary Jean Mitchell
Green Plaza.
Conveniently located below the Student Center is The Down
Under, which provides students with entertainment possibilities and
great snacks. Pizza is the mainstay, but many prefer the sundaes and
coffees.
From Cornell Cafe to the C-Store, the food provided is rated
higher than most other school's. Students have many options to choose
from around campus. For those unsatisfied, we can only direct you
towards the vast amounts of restaurants located within the area.
So the question must be asked: Is there any truth to the popular
poem?
"Yesterday's mashed potatoes are today's shepherd's pie,
today's vegetables will be tomorrow's stir fry."
Heather Haskett and LaToya Campbell ap-
proaches the meal aisle greated by a friendly staff
member eager to help her with her choice.
24 "v" Food on Campus
Though more students prefer Coke,
students such as Jeanmarie Esposito,
enjoy the carbonated, yet syrupy
beverages that are dispensed by the
soda fountains at Beans.
The Mary Jean Mitchell Green Plaza
offers students the opportunity to
dine and converse in a pleasant
outdoor environment. On sunny
afternoons, the plaza was packed.
Layout Design: Kimberly Stowers
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WHETHER IT IS AN
INCURABLE VIRUS
OR A BACTERIAL
INFECTION,
AROUND 1 2 MIL-
LION AMERICANS
WILL PICK UP A
SEXUALLY TRANS-
MITTED DISEASE
THIS YEAR.
1 . Talk to your partner
about your intent to use
condoms before arousal.
2. Use only latex condoms
making sure thay are la-
beled.
3. Buy fresh condoms and
store them properly.
4. Beware of sex when
you are drunk or high.
Fred Johnson and Michelle Eclgecomb share a
friendly hug. Students often found friendships to
be more reliable than any other kind of relation-
ship.
These two students are
caught in an awkward
moment. Should they
stay together or break
off? That is the ques-
tion.
Resident Assistant
Stephen Arthur-Wong
proudly promotes the
use of condoms among
all students.
26 <0> Relationships
POINCiT
it
By lara Peng
No person who is sexu-
ally active, whether he/she is
married or single, black or
white, rich or poor, hetero-
sexual or homosexual, young
or old, is immune from the risk
of obtaining an STD. Public
health officials estimate that at
least one in four, and perhaps
as many as one in two Ameri-
cans will contract an STD at
some point in their lives.
Catching even the most treat-
able STDs can be worrisome
because if you've been in the
position to pick up a "minor"
STD, you've also been at risk
for the deadliest of them all—
AIDS. Although AIDS and
other STD s can be prevented,
a combination of social trends
continue to fuel their growth.
People are having sex at
younger ages, being sexually
active during their single years,
getting married later in life, and
divorcing more often. The re-
sult is that an increasing num-
ber of people are having sex
with more partners, which
raises their chances of encoun-
tering someone who is infected
with an STD. In addition, stud-
ies show that most people with
multiple partners do not use
condoms consistenly, even
though condoms can substan-
tially reduce the risk of infec-
tion.
Holly Fortier & Andy Adler share a
relationship that goes beyond friend-
ship.
J
Sharon Stokely proudly displays her
engagement ring, which serves as a
symbol of the commitment she has
recently made with her fiance.
Fraternity brothers, Ian Garlic and
Greg Romagnoli bond by joking
around late night at Sig Ep.
RKHT
But, just how safe are
condoms? Certainly not as
safe as abstaining from sex or
staying with one faithful,
uninfected lover. Condoms
are not 100% fail-safe. Preg-
nancy rates among couples
using condoms are between
10 and 15 percent. Condom
failure is common due to hu-
man error as well as product
defects. What do students
have to say about relationships
and sex here on campus?
- "I think the only safe sex is not
to have sex before marriage. I
think it is safest because you do
not have to worry about HIV
viruses and you can have a
committed marriage in the fu-
ture.
"
-
"I think sex in the middle of
campus would be great!
"
- "It's o.k. to have sex in an
established relationship, but
those peole who choose to
hook up on Friday nights are
just selling themselves short-
they are having empty sex."
- "People can do what they
want as long as they are safe.
"
Some students are de-
ciding to abstain from sex until
marriage. Others have de-
cided that sexually active rela-
tionships are right for them,
and some believe sex is healthy
for a relationship. If you
choose to have sex... be safe.
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L/fclES YOU'LL CO....
By Luis Hernandez
Even though
there is nothing that
simple road trip to
January, students
study abroad
Barbados to build-
abroad for a se-
programs in Aus-
Spring break also
the United States,
major spring break
Daytona Beach
derdale, Key West,
opted for alterna-
outside the coun-
mas, Cancun,
Jamaica attracted
on a fixed budget,
allowed many to
the federal shutdown of 1995-96 has prevented many people from being issued passports,
can keep students from traveling the globe. Whether it be studying abroad for a semester or a
the nearest beach, students love to travel. In
and faculty devote themselves to many different
experiances, ranging from Marine Biology in
ing health centers in Central America. Studying
mester in one of the school s three continuing
tralia, Mexico, and Spain were very popular,
allowed students to travel abroad and throughout
Besides the madness that occurs every year in
cities such as
and Fort Lau-
some students
tive destinations
try. The Baha-
Aruba, and
Alexis Scudder and Ericka Buenz pack up
their belongings for a long weekend trip.
many students
and it also
visit exotic
locales that are so close to Florida. Several students decided to headed west to
major skiing resorts in Colorado, California, and Nevada. Despite the many hours
spent on the road and aboard airplanes and cruise ships, many students feel that
traveling has enabled them to experience the world upclose and at hand.
Joey
Shuldra,
Abby
Gresko,
Mike
Vincellette,
Terri
Felton,
Mary Ann
Canzano,
Lisa
Basurto,
and
Ericka
Kuchernbuck
toured
Russia in
January.
28 <v> Study Abroad
Joy Ahlering tries to tempt one of the Jen Crider, Colleen Walsh, and Allie
palace guards to laugh on a recent Scott take a rest from a recent trip into
visit to Prague. the great outdoors.
"Team
Greece"
(From left
to right):
Lauren
Mac-
Donald,
Caroline
Hepfer,
Sara
Cordi,
Jennifer
Maloney,
Nancy
Stegmiller,
Ashley
Stearns,
Steve
"Straws"
Haycock,
Mark
Shanoff,
Christine
Smilari,
and
Gordie
Howell
stand
amidst
the
beauty of
Mycenae.
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Anita Treohan is sur-
prised that the cam-
era has caught her in
the act of studying
while watching tele-
vision at McKean TV
lounge.
9
e
By Luis Hernandez
tudying is an important necessity in order to reach aca-
demic success in college. Acquiring academic knowledge is the prime
reason students enroll in a college or university. Studying doesn't take
away the fun from college, it broadens it.
On an average day one is sure to find students studying in vari-
ous places throughout campus. Whether if it is the Olin Library at
midnight, or on a bench outside Orlando Hall students are actively
persuing their academic interests.
Even the shortest gap between classes is an excellent time to
study for an exam, quiz, or catch up on some readings. At the Cornell
Social Sciences Center, many students use the time gaps between
classes to do some last minute studying for upcoming exams and quiz-
zes. Even during lunch, you can students dining and studying at the
same time.
The ultimate recognitions for earning excellent or good grades
during a semester is the President's and Dean's list, which recognizes
studentswho have managed to "make the grade". Studying alllows one
to open new worlds, and without good grades students will find it
difficult to remain in school. Even if you're not a bookworm, if you take
time to study you'll see that it will pay off at the end, especially when
you are at your graduation ceremony.
Darcy Bailey finds
time to study for class
at the Mitchell Plaza.
30 "v" Studying
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Go Torsi
Go Tars! Go Tars!
Go Tars!
Go Tars!
TAR SPIRIT
Go Tor/!
Go Tars!
By Luis Hernandez
The crowd gets up and cheer, as the Tarshead towards what will become an important
victory.
As the cries of "Go Tars, " are heard in the air, the
varsity cheerleaders are hard at work in keeping the
audience s spirit motivated. It s no easy task for the
cheerleaders on their part.
School spirit at basketball games is evident ev-
erywhere. Face paint adorns the faces of both the
men 's and women's crew team, while the men of Chi
Psi shout "Frode, Frode '. Spirit has and always will
be part of any homegame.
Besides the presence of the cheerleaders, the
newly formed "Tar Pit, " provides music for all.
Whether it is a small break or half-time, the "Pit, " also
helps to get everyone in the mood of showing their
support for the Tars, even those who are not stu-
dents.
One
moment
the
crowd is
silent and
motion-
less...
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Now Playing m
By Luis Hernandez
THEATER AT ROLLIN
Theater has always been a major form of artistic expression on campus. From the Annie Russell Theater tc
the small and almost unknown Fred Stone Theater, students and faculty have produced many productions throug
out the years. Over
department has
alumni who have
and on film. This
memorable year
The opening of the
tume Shop helped
department with a
costumes used in
75th season of the
Theater began
which dealt with a
Berlin during
production was fol-
productions in-
Musical Comedy
Theatre Students and President Bornstein show off their hats in commeration
of the grand opening of the Winnie Marden Smith Costume Shop.
the years, the Theatre Arts
produced many famus
appeared both on Broadwai
year was an interesting and
for the Theatre department
Winnie Marden Smith Cos-
provided the
storage place for
productions. The
Annie Russell
with Cabaret,
burlesque show in
World War II. This
lowed by other
eluding The
Murders of 1940,
Winterfest, Orpheus Descending, and Lady from Maxine. These productions and many countless
others have made the Theatre Arts department one of the nation's top 25 theater programs in the coun-
try according to the Princetown Review. Now that's something to talk about!
Two
actors
appear in
one of
the many
scenes
from
"Caberet".
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Senior Hernan Beron works at the
Sunset Grill whenever he is not doinj
a 30 page single space paper for Dr.
Valdes.
Jennifer Johnston and a friend take a
break from their duties at Bennigans.
By Luis Hernandez
Whether it is to make a couple of
bucks, or just to explore the job market
out there, more students are working.
While some have work-study jobs on
campus, other students work off
campus. While some students prefer to
work at the nearby mall or in tourist
attractions, other students prefer to
work near campus. If you were to walk
up and down Park Avenue, you would
be sure to find many students working in the boutiques and restaurants that have
made that street famous. Other students prefer to work at local theme parks such
as Disney World, Sea World, and Universal Studios whenever they have time.
While it is difficult to catch up with rising living costs and balancing studies at the
same time, many students find that working off campus helps them to survive
economically during the year. While some may think that working will take away
from the fun that the college has to offer, others see working as the only way to
survive financially in today's modern society.
Working Day and Night
36 ^Working
Heather Ploch works as at the
Sunset Grill whenever she has a
break from her studies.
If you shop at Park Avenue Compact
Discs, you'll probably find senior
Shellie Olzewski working behind the
counter.
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A Hamilton
Holt student
uses Olin's
audio room
to prepare
for a class.
By Kimberly Stowers & Luis Hernandez
Upon hearing the word "library", many students cringe. Others
are not so quick to reject the idea of visiting one. For they have real-
ized what a world of fantastic ideas come from such a place. There
are not just books and magazines in the Olin Library, but there is a
audio-visual room where students can listen to a tape or watch a
movie. Also there is a pillow room where one can study while lying in
mounds of pillows. "The pillow room provides a comforatable envi-
ronment where you can catch up on some reading or take a needed
nap," said Nathaniel Eberle.
During midterm and final exams, the library is usually filled with
students trying to do some last minute studying. As early as eight
o'clock in the morning and up to two o'clock in the early morning
hours, students are busy at study stations located throughout the
building, studying for an exam or doing research for an upcoming
project. In some cases, one will find groups of students studying in the
basement study rooms or in the huge study area of the library's tower
area. These locations provide students with a relaxing and tranquil
study environment, far different from the noise and chaos found in
the dorms.
Olin Library has also provided many students with access to
other library collections at various colleges and universities throughout
the state. Library staff members will be glad to assist students in con-
tacting other institutions such as UCF, Stetson, or Eckerd, to see if
they have a specific book or article. Through Olin's Interlibrary loan
program with other colleges, it has been able to assist many students
in getting necessary materials upon reguest.
The Olin Library has many state of the art
computer catalogs to assist students in locatin
materials for their research.
38 <v* Library
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PAY '96
a Aau to T>emembeT»
By Luis Hernandez
While some students played Fox Day roulette, others waited patiently for the day to arrive. On the mornin
of Monday, April 22, the waiting was over when students sighted the statue of the Fox on Mills Lawn. The bells 1
Knowles Chapel
ghost town. Many
area attractions for
always packed with
exception. Kim
better day. I had
weather was per-
Lawn around five
unites the entire
nity. This event
dents, staff, and
together to enjoy a
outdoors. Since
held during the an-
Latino festival.
rang, and by mid-day the campus looked likec a
students headed toward local beaches and otr r
the day. The beaches of Central Florida are
students on Fox Day, and this year was no
Stowers said, "Fox Day couldn't have fallen or
two exams and a paper due. Besides, the
feet!" As usual, many people headed to Mills
o'clock to attend the campus-wide picnic that
college commu-
I
A Mexican Mariachi band sponsored by
LASA provided the crowd at the Fox day
picnic with traditional Mexican folk music.
brought stu-
faculty members
barbeque picnic
Fox Day was
nual Carnival
which is spon-
sored by LASA, a Mexican mariachi band was on hand to play traditional mariachi
music during the picnic. After the picnic winded down, the Fox statue was carried
off by facilities management workers and placed in storage until next year. Without
a single cloud in the sky, beautiful weather, and a wonderful picnic, Fox Day came
to an end for another year.
Rebecca
Wentz
and
Anne-
Marie
Puig
enjoy the
food
catered
by
Marriott
at the Fox
Day
Picnic.
40 Fox Day
Alyssa Hart, Anne D'Orto, and
Suzy Wong celebrate both their
first and last Fox Day with the Fox
himself.
lara Peng and Julie Westendorf
spent Fox Day at one of the many
beaches in Central Florida.
(BBSS
# IT
i ?
President
Rita
Bornstein
and
husband,
Harland
Bloland
strike up
a conver-
sation
with
members
of the
mens'
and
womens'
crew
teams.
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By lara Peng and Kim Stowers
Before they became a success,
Hootie and the Blowfish were a group of
college students at the University of
South Carolina- Charleston. Our own
student band, Gum Wrapper Curb, is
heading toward a similar road of
stardom. The popular group can be
found performing at various local clubs
and bars such as the Mill and Sapphire
Supper Club. With their recent CD
release, the band is quickly gaining
notoriety around the Orlando area. Many students boast about the band's
success. Sarah Sutton said, "I've heard the band play several times, and I know
they will make it big one day. Then I can say I knew them when they were just
getting started!"
wrap
42 "v" Cum Wrapper Curb
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Zaiba Malik, president
of the Muslim Student
Association smiles at
the table set up for her
organization at the ac-
tivities fair.
Rhonda Neuhaus
watches over the Rollins
Outdoor Club's table at
the activities fair.
Michelle Cicak and Kara Kidman assist interested
students in learning more about the Rollins Stu-
dent Alumni Association.
Valenta Encarnacion and Dario Moore decide to
attract the attention of other students by dancing
to the music of merengue.
44
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Here's The Scoop With
Student Activities
By Luis Hernandez
Student groups
have been a part of cam-
pus life since the founding
days of the college. Stu-
dents form groups in or-
der to attract others with
similar interests or to edu-
cate and inform people
about important topics.
With over 50 clubs avail-
able on campus, Student
Activities coordinates a
fair every September to
make new and old stu-
dents aware of the vari-
ous groups and organiza-
tions on campus. From
All Campus Events to X-
Club, student groups and
organizations registered
with the Office of Student
Isoke Jacobs and Kim Thoman super-
vise the Caribbean Student
Association's booth.
Mike Cooper and Dan Ba Mulligan
await for interested students to stop
by the All Campus Events booth.
Lee West and members of Campus
Crusade for Christ seek to enlighten
students religiously.
Actvities, are welcome to
promote their organiza-
tion at the fair. With
twelve Greek organiza-
tions, four student publi-
cations, a college radio
station, eight cultural
groups, and many other
interest groups, students
who attended the fair had
the opportunity to learn
about various interest
and social groups.
Though the student ac-
tivities fair was
unexpectadely inter-
rupted by a passing rain
shower, most students
discovered the diversity
that exists within their col-
lege community.
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LATHI AnERicAM STYlE
By Luis Hernandez
The topic of promoting diversity events on campus has been the goal of many cultural groups. Every year,
the Latin American Student Association (LASA) holds a week long festival appropiately named "Carnival Latino," ir
which they hope to
who live in Latin
a dance recital at
traditional dances
hats and a canal
Central American
Indigneous, and
The dancers which
beat of African
Spanish and Indian
Wearing the na-
of the country, the
fied the audience
sentation. In addi-
event, LASA also
The music and dance of the Panamanian
dance troupe attracted the attention of many
passerbys, including student Monica Bonilla.
promote a better understanding of the peoples
America. This year, LASA decided to sponsored
the Mary Jean Mitchell Plaza that showcased the
and costumes of Panama. While many think of
whenever they hear the word Panama, this
country has been able to blend its Iberian,
African roots into a visible and vibrant culture,
performed an audience of students danced to th(
drums and
harmonies,
tional costumes
dancers electri-
with their pre-
tion to this
sponsored a
guest speaker, a weekend concert, and a movie that all had to do something with
the significance of Latin Americans, The funds raised at the concert were donated
to benefit rural peasants in Guatemala and the Dominican Republic, who live in
dire conditions. The success of Carnival Latino reflects the school's receptive atti-
tude to other world cultures that are different from their own.
The dance
troupe's
organ izer
explains to
students
the signifi-
cance of
the music
and na-
tional cos-
tumes of
Panama.
IT T1!
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A dancer show off the national cos-
tumes of Panama while
performing for the audience.
The dance troupe's presentation brought
students Valenta Encarnacion, Heather
Sapey, Kiomie Johansen, Anne-Marie
Puig, Suzy Wong, and Julie Godwin
together to learn about the culture of
Panama.
Using
costumes
that have
a
relevance
to
Panama's
Afro-
Iberian
roots, the
dance
troupe
performs
one of
two
dances at
the
Mitchell
Plaza.
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By lara Peng and Kimberly Stowers
Taking part in the college experience is more than late night studying and weekend
parties. Our community provided many students on this campus a chance to make a difference
is someone else's life. Whether that meant getting up at nine a.m. on a Saturday morning to
build a Habitat House, or giving blood at one of the blood drives, students have learned the
importance of helping others.
During January, several conscientious students travelled to third world countries in efforts
to improve the standard of living in those nations. By building medical centers, our students
have not only affected the lives of many people, but have also gained personal rewards. On
campus, students have also accepted the invitation to take part in community service. Young
children anxiously waited for the annual "Halloween Howl" that groups of students eagerly
organized. Luis Hernandez said, "More students should try to get involved with community
service. It make you feel great, and benefits everyone involved."
Students have a perfect opportunity to give back to the community by taking part in
different service projects. Always remember the saying engraved on one of our campus walls,
"Life is for Service."
48 ^ Community Service
Many students participated in the
AIDS Walk that took place in Octo-
ber. This event helped to raise money
for much needed research to find a
cure for this deadly disease.
Sophomore Rebecca Wentz
paints the face of a local
child during Halloween
Howl. Many children from
west Winter Park come to
campus every Halloween to
join in the festivities.
Senior Leah Martin takes
some of her time to donate
blood. The local blood
mobile makes seasonal
visits to campus in orderto
help keep blood reserves
at a satisfactory level.
Students on a J-Term trip
to Guatemala assist in the
construction of a medical
clinic for the country's
poverty stricken Mayan
population. The results of
the project help to make
life easier for many Guate-
malans.
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flow and Then
V^atctiing up witn ]—v\enas at /-\lurmni ^^eeltend IQQ
By Luis Hernandez
After commencement, many graduates lose contact with one another. Whether with a close friend or a
fraternity brother, many alumi await their class reunions to catch up with past friends, or to catch them up on news
That's why Alumni
House and our
in events that bring
year's Alumni
various receptions,
every class year
with the outcome of
would not have
alumni, facultu,
students. Their
year s event a suc-
Michelle Cicak said
ties had ended. As
came to an end,
a 1 u m n said
The brothers of Chi Psi display a banner welcom-
ing past alumni outside of Hooker Hall.
Weekend is organized every year. The Alumni
Student Alumni Association invite Alumni to joi
students, both past and present, together. This
Weekend brought former students together for
including a concert on Sandspur Field. Almost
was represented, and many alumni were pleas*
the weekend's festivities. "Alumni Weekend
been possible without the generous assistance <
and current
help made this
cess," Student
after the festivi-
the weekend
many past
goodbye to the
school they had left so many memories behind. While many found the concert and
other activities enjoyable, the main thing to remember is that they have never
forgotten their alma mater.
Class of
1994
alumni
Vanessa
Carroll,
Heather
Smiley,
and Brian
Hill pose
for a
picture at
a recep-
tion.
50 V Alumni Weekend
Rob Frase and Julia Jerome stop for a Kegs on campus? Well its obvious who
friendly photograph. wants some beer at a reception held for
Alumni at the Cornell Fine Arts Museum.
Kim
Hanisak,
Rebecca
Wentz,
and
Anne-
Marie
Puig
welcome
past
alumnis
of Phi Mu
at the fair
held at
the Enyart
Fieldhouse.
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community volunteer
Habitat for Humanity
9ivin9 dedicated
energetic flamgrasg© ©cDmstuflGamG
service
"As a freshman, I never planned on becoming too involved at Rollins with
campus life. I strictly wanted to pass my classes and graduate with a degree. These
plans changed, however, when I became award of the opportunities
Rollins has to offer.
During my four years I joined numerous groups while trying to complete my
major in the English department. However, my work with the Center for Public
Service has been the most rewarding position I have held here. The Center is a
terrific resource for finding ways to contribute to the community, and I hope people
will continue to take advantage of the great projects CFPS has to offer.
The service projects I encountered on campus were a continuous reminder
of the real life issues in our society which are so easily forgotten behind the walls of
Rollins College. I believe everyone should volunteer their time at one point in their
lives, in one way or another.
"
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Caryn Addabbo
Orlando, FL
Psychology
Nikolas Arthur-Wong
Orlando, FL
International Relations
Stephen Arthur-Wong
Orlando, FL
English
Kristina Ayers
Winter Park, FL
Studio Art
Sharon Belville Herb Bennett Severine Bennett Kristen Berquist
Temple Terrace, FL Orlando, FL Largo, FL Jacksonville, FL
Sociology Biology Theater Arts Environmental Studies
V1 Seniors
Kenneth Bonnett, Jr.
Deltona, FL
Sociology
John Boxer
Provincetown, MA
Environmental Studies
Shelley Boyer
Ruxton, MD
History
Abigale Brown
Leesburg, FL
Chemistry
Vibecke Bu
Oslo, Norway
Economics
Diane Bundschu
Cape May, NJ
Studio Art
Geraldine Carroll
Isla Verde, Puerto Rico
International Relations
Leigh Carter
Miami, FL
Anthropology
Thomas Cavanaugh
Atlanta, GA
History
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Kevin Chambers William Chen Lori Child Melanie Chiles
Groton, MA Avon Park, FL Maitland, FL Pembroke, MA
Economics Biology Philosophy Elementary Education
Sean Connolly Marc Consalo Jennifer Crawford Mary-Caroline Cruse
East Sandwich, MA Vero Beach, FL Orlando, FL Houston, TX
History Psychology English Economics
56 <v> Seni
Vail Duggan Kai-Alexander Eichberg Amy Eisinger Guy Eldredge
Charlotte, NC Palm Beach, FL Potomac, MD Rye, NH
Sociology International Relations Sociology Environmental Studies
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Eileen Faix Anthony Fasulo Jennifer Finn William Fiordalis
Pittsburgh, PA Scarborough, ME Columbus, OH Chagrin Falls, OH
English Psychology Elementary Education Sociology
Charles Freeman IV Cynthia Fridlich Jennifer Garcia Elizabeth Goodier
Northbrook, IL Orlando, FL Key Biscayne, FL New Orleans, LA
Economics Philosophy/Area Studies Elementary Education Psychology
Elementary Education Chemistry Elementary Education Economics
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Brooke Hammerling
Harrison, NY
English
David Alan Hancock
Miami, FL
English
Cherie Hansen
Prince Edward Island, Canada
International Relations
JP9|
; f
1
Alisa Hardy
Pembroke, Bermuda
Elementary Education
Jennifer Harris
Port St. Lucie, FL
Philosophy
Stephen Haycock
Bailey's Bay, Bermuda
Economics
Alyssa Hart
Oranjestad, Aruba
French
Patrick Head
Southampton, Bermuda
International Relations
Mark Hatch
Lake Geneva, WI
Economics
Edwin Hendriksen
Zeist, The Netherlands
Economics
Kristen Hauser
Orlando, FL
Theater Arts
Mercedes Herrera
Orlando, FL
Elementary Education
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Leslie Hickey Patrick Higgins Stacy Hoitsma Edward Holt
Danville, KY Waterville Valley, NH North Caldwell, NJ Birmingham, AL
Sociology Environmental Studies Psychology History
Jon Kazanjian Timothy Kehrig Daniel Kempinger Kimberly Ketchow
Medford, MA Ormond Beach, FL Coral Springs, FL Atlantic Highlands, NJ
History Sociology English Art History
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Kelly Klesius
St. Petersburg Beach, FL
Computer Science
Kimberly Lafferty
Orlando, FL
Psychology
Creighton Knight
Auburndale, FL
Economics
Melissa Lagod
Barrington Hills, IL
Studio Art
Dana Kobosky
Apopka, FL
Biology
Darren Lai
Winter Park, FL
Computer Science
Anthony Konkol
Crete, IL
Environmental Studies
William Ward Lawrence
Louisville, KY
Anthropology
Gregory Lennon Peter Leopardi Laurie Levy Cary Lewis
Framingham, MA Trenton, NJ White Plains, NY Palm Beach, FL
Psychology Elementary Education Elementary Education Art History
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Lara Linberger
Maitland, FL
Music
Sybil McKinzy
Orlando, FL
Biology/Spanish
Maurice Linton III
Apopka, FL
Physics
Matthew McCauley
Dublin, Ireland
Music
Sullivan McKnight
Falls Church, VA
English
Antje Marcantonio
Annapolis, MD
International Relations
Sarah McGann
Naples, FL
International Relations
Eric Melanson
Vero Beach, FL
Economics
Jennifer Desiree Martin
Maitland, FL
Psychology/Philosophy
Drew McGuire
Pound Ridge, NY
Elementary Education
Claire Melvin
Greenville, NC
Theater Arts
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Margaret Miles
Jensen Beach, FL
Elementary Education
Peter Mott
Paris, ME
Studio Art
Daniel Mulligan
Mahopac, NY
Economics
Gregory Mullins
Orlando, FL
History
Michael Nelson
Manchester, England
English
Christine Ng-A-Fook
Plantation, FL
English
Ognen Nikolovski
Memphis, TN
Economics
Kimberly Nix
Stone Mountain, GA
Psychology
Kate Ogden
Winter Park, FL
Theater Arts
Isabel
Kalpakian is
definately
full of glee
as she
heads to
receive her
Bachelor's
degree in
Pyschology.
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Carrie Oliver
Riverton, NJ
Elementary Education
Shelly Ozark
Vero Beach, FL
Area Studies
Amber Parsell
Charleston, SC
Politics
Catherine Parsons
Crossville, TN
Theater Arts
Scott Payne
Kankakee, IL
English
Amy Percy
Auburn, NY
Elementary Education
Rafael Perez-Torruella
St. Augustine, FL
Psychology
Leslie Poole
Island Park, NY
Elementary Education
Alison Powers
Orlando, FL
International Relations
Paige Prentiss
Dallas, TX
Sociology
Robin Ptak
Housatonic, MA
Sociology
Pamela Pushkin
Boca Raton, FL
Economics
Seniors
tMWt it tBB
Sonie Rao
Saint Louis, MO
Psychology
Sili Recio
Orlando, FL
Psychology
John Roberge
Midland, MI
International Relations
Kelly Robinson
Traverse City, MI
History
Peter Rosato IV
Memphis, TN
Sociology
Robin, Rose
Johnstown, PA
Music
Mims Rose
Apopka, FL
English
John-Dominic Sanzo
Columbia, MD
Theater Arts
Douglas Satzman
Boca Raton, FL
Economics/Psychology
Julie Sauers
St. Petersburg, FL
Psychology
Gregory Selkoe
Boston, MA
Anthropology
Shelby Shaffer
Winter Springs, FL
Elementary Education
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Shannon Shea
Portsmouth, NH
Elementary Education
Hilary Sheldon
Darien, CT
Sociology
Sharon Shepherdson
Alexandria, VA
Elementary Education
Christine Smilari
Tenafly, NJ
Psychology
Allyson Solomon
Palm Beach Gardens, FL
Psychology
Wesley Sorenson
Hartford, CT
History
Wendy Speake
Culver City, CA
Theater Arts
Debra Springer
Orlando, FL
Psychology
Jennifer Stamm
Sherborn, MA
Theater Arts
Kimberly Stanbro
Annapolis, MD
Environmental Studies
Edwin Stanton
South Orange, NJ
Philosophy
Gary Stewart
York, PA
Economics
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John Thimm
Orlando, FL
Sociology
Jennifer Thompson
Nassau, Bahamas
Elementary Education
Hao Tran
Richmond, VA
Biology
Kiet Tran
Atlantic Beach, FL
Economics
John Tucker
Edmond, OK
Economics
Stephen Ulicny III
Amherst, NH
Economics
Elizabeth Vivian
Westfield, NJ
Studio Art
Bolko Von Der Schulenberg
Atlanta, GA
Economics
Ramona Von Ondarza
Caracas, Venezuela
Latin American Studies
Colleen Walsh
Melbourne, FL
English
Deanna Ward
Orlando, FL
Sociology
Robert Webster
Tavares, FL
Chemistry
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Kelly Weinmeister
Windsor, CO
English
Sara White
Apopka, FL
Biology
Richard Ford Wilkinson Edgar Willard IV
Germantown, TN Winter Haven, FL
Psychology Studio Art
Chad Yeager Shannon Zwick
Naples, FL Fort Myers, FL Alyssa Hart, Sybil Mckinzy, and Suzy Wong say good-bye to
English Art History Rollins as they depart into their new futures.
*^ Seniors
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Underclassmen
Terra Atkins '99
Fredericksburg, VA
Zora Bacon '99
Nashville, TN
Robert Barton '99
Canyon Lake, CA
Laura Beck '97
Potomac, MD
Keanan Bell '99
Niceville, FL
Gary Bosses '97
Scarsdale, NY
Erica Buenz '99
East Lansing, Ml
Melissa Bundy '97
Austell, GA
Liza Carelli-Sennett '99
Jacksonville, FL
Raymond Cass '99
Pompano Beach, FL
Courtney Catullo '99
Greenville, RI
Julie Chason '99
Bay Minette, AL
Alicia Cline '97
Longwood, FL
Sarah Colville '99
Athens, GA
Yolaine Cotel '98
Versailles, France
Carrie Daniels '99
Nashville, TN
Nathan DeJong '99
Harlem, GA
Kristin Dolina-Adamczyk '99
Washington Crossing, PA
Jennifer DuPont '99
Meredith, NH
Krista Easom '98
Wellington, FL
72 ^Underclassmen
Atkins - Easom
Sarah Kimberly Eiland-Braun
^^^j irst and foremost, it must be recognized that I attribute my
^^^^F strength and success to the Great Spirit, my Native American
J heritage, and the community of friends and family I belong to
for no endeavor is undertaken solely by oneself, but with the seen or
unseen support of others.
I am a full-time day student pursuing a bachelors
degree in Environmental Studies, Religion, and
Anthropology. In 1995, I received the Theodore S.
Darrah Award for Synoptic Studies. This year I
received the Charles S. Mendell Jr. Scholarship
which enabled me to continue my senior studies.
However, I consider my greatest achievements
to be my marriage and my spiritual studies in
Totemism, the religion of Native Americans.
Through my marriage, I have come, once again, to
trust and believe in the inherent goodness of
human beings. Through my studies in Totemism,
under the guidance of my elder Bill Chance of the
Eastern Cherokee, I have reconnected with Mother
Earth and awakened to me responsibility in
preventing as well as ending both human and
environmental devastation. Towards that end, I
have joined the United Native Americans of
Central Florida. We organized Earth Day to held
on campus April 20-21. Also, through daily
meditation I have begun to overcome many inner
obstacles to my own well being and ability to
contribute to the world in a healing manner as
opposed to contributing to the trends of egoism
and hatred that cross boundaries of ethnicity,
gender, and even nations.
My most recent accomplishment is the
publication of Portraits: A Face For Every Mask.
This collection of poetry represents my journey
from an abused child to an empowered adult. It is
my personal belief that we cannot begin to heal
Earth until we first heal ourselves by mending the
rifts within our own psyches. Only then as whole
beings can we contribute to the betterment of Earth
and all her inhabitants be they animals, plants,
entire ecosystems, or human beings.
V
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Underclassmen
Amy Will
Nathaniel Eberle '98
Cotvit, MA
Jeanmarie Esposito '97
Fort Lauderdale, FL
Samuel Farmer '97
London, England
Nancy Fazio '97
Sarasota, FL
Terri Felton '98
Lecanto, FL
Lauren Foglia '98
Philadelphia, PA
Kelly Grant '98
Port Saint Lucie, FL
Abby Gresko '97
West Palm Beach, FL
76 "v* Underclassmen
Kristen Guarisco '97
Metaire, LA
Jessica Hall '99
Duxlany, MA
Christine Harper '99
Savannah, GA
Luis Hernandez '97
Bronx, NY
Donna Home '99
Cordova, TN
Julia Jerome '97
New York, NY
Sean Johnson '99
Venice, FL
Jennifer Kamin '97
Miami, FL
Jillian Kennedy '99
Coral Springs, FL
Candice Lancaster '98
Casselberry, FL
Heather Laporte '99
Plainfield, CT
Jennifer Lassoff '97
Orlando, FL
JW am Amy Will and I come 1 to Rollins College from Dunwoody, Georgia. I attended Dunwoody
M High School, where I played a very active role. I was Student Representative for the Board of
Education, Student Government President, Captain of the Tennis Team, Vice-President of
vlational Honor Society, Homecoming Queen, Atlanta Journal Cup winner, among others.
I have continued my active involvement and leadership roles at Rollins. I am a member of
Senate and play tennis for the "Tars. " Tennis has been a big part of my life since I started playing at
even. Growing up, I was kept busy traveling around Georgia and the South playing tournaments.
Vhen deciding which college to attend, tennis played a big part in my decision.
Academics also played a big part in my college choice. I graduated high school with a 3.97 and I
vas named an honor graduate. I have been able to continue my academic success in college with
)btaining a 3.78 the first semester. I am currently in the 3/2 Accelerated Management Program and
im majoring in Economics.
The third major part of my college life is the social aspect. I love being around people, and the
riends I have made at Rollins are great! I am pledging Kappa Kappa Gamma, and really enjoy
langing out with all the girls in the sorority. Without the great social aspect, college would not be as
preat as it is!
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Craig Johnson
J Jollins College was not first on my list when I was deciding where to seek higher education.
m£ In fact, Rollins was not on my list at all. I first attended Montclair State College in New
w ^ Jersey where I studied theatre and communications through their Honors Program.
After a year of college, I became restless and sought to explore possibilities beyond college. 1 became an
employee for the Disney
getting off the ground and,
company, I was promoted,
manager in the company.
I learned a great deal from
Disney Stores, including
and responding to personnel
and guest relations. It was an
gained much insight, but after
company, I began to feel that
college. After leaving Disney,
literature as well as served as
year at New York University.
It was at NYU that the
doctor was awakened once
find a campus where I could
peers and faculty. It was then
love with the campus
visited and one season later
Bush.
I'm a little older than my
experience in the business world. I was able to mesh what I learned outside of college with what I learned at
Rollins. I consider myself privileged to have had the opportunity to act as the Biology Interest Group's
president, helping to expand the campus-wide recycling program. My experiences working as a peer writing
consultant at the Writing Center and as a teacher's assistant in the biology department have only permitted
me to gain better insight into student needs. Working with the Los Angeles AIDS Project, UCLA Medical Center
and the New York AIDS Walk have offered me further understanding of human needs. It is these experiences
that have facilitated my becoming an effective peer mentor, helping new students adjust to an unfamiliar
environment.
experiences in the work force and at Rollins have made me a more driven student with much clearer
goals than I had when I first entered college. My interests in biology and medicine are not passing. A year long
research project in which I worked to isolate and sequence a specific growth factor has served to reinforce my
passion for the sciences. Confident that I want to study medicine, I am looking forward to attending medical
school after working for a year with the Centers for Diseases Control in Atlanta, Georgia. I will most likely
specialize in immunology, focusing on microbial infections as the inspiration I received through my
independent study in molecular medical microbiology continues to grow. My experiences at Rollins have
taught me that success is found in what we can do for others. I look forward to continuing my efforts to influence
the lives of others, in turn enriching my own perceptions of the world.
Stores when they were just
after a short time with the
becoming the youngest
my experience with the
planning budgets, assessing
problems, merchandising,
experience from which I
three years with the
I needed to return to
I studied psychology and
a peer health advisor for a
thought of becoming a
again. I realized I needed to
work in partnership with
that I found Rollins. I fell in
environment the first time I
I was studying biology in
peers and have some
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Logan -Schael
Jennifer Logan '99
St. Petersburg, FL
Allison Mains '99
St. Petersburg, FL
Caroline Martin '98
Bethel, CT
Remi Matsumoto '99
Midland Park, FL
Jennifer Mayberry '98
Naples, FL
Andrew McGinnis '97
Scarsborough, ME
Alicia McGoogan '99
Palm City, FL
Valerie Meis '98
Sussex, NJ
Juan Mercado '97
Orlando, FL
Nicole Metsisto '97
Scitucile, MA
Aaron Miller '99
Seffner, FL
Lisa Olen '99
Longwood, FL
Maya Parkhani '99
Ormond Beach, FL
Virginia Patterson '99
Memphis, TN
Jessica Pohl '99
Portsmouth, RI
Anne-Marie Puig '97
Miramar, FL
William Rockett '97
New York, NY
Marian Brooke Rogers '98
Venice, FL
Mimi Sanchez '99
Palm Harbor, FL
Rainier Schael '99
Miami, FL
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Jenny Schieckert '99
Orlando, FL
Ava Schurman '98
Fort Myers, FL
Alexis Scudder '99
Sarasota, FL
Michelle Segarra-Rovira '99
Tampa, FL
Natalie Smith '99
Fort Myers, FL
Rebecca Smith '99
Oviedo, FL
Kimberly Stowers '98
Orlando, FL
Christine Thwaite '97
Point Pleasant, NJ
Tracy Tolpin '99
Highland Park, IL
Jonna Valentino '98
Harrison, NY
Laurence Vert '97
Le Perthus, France
Rebecca Wentz '98
Quakertown, PA
Amy Will '99
Dunwoody, GA
Matthew Williams '97
Orlando, FL
Roger Wolf '97
Atlanta, GA
Stacy Wurl '99
Longwood, FL
Origin Zanders '97
Orlando, FL
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Schieckert-Zanders
Zaiba Malik
eing involved in a variety of activities has always been important
M^T to me. Personal involvement with people has always given me
tremendous satisfaction, especially knowing I have made a
difference in another's life.
I feel each one of us is given a talent and
what we do with it ultimately defines who we
are. I have been fortunate to travel extensively
throughout the world to such places as
Indonesia, Hong Kong, Singapore, Egypt,
Germany, Turkey, India, England and Greece.
have seen people who are the same yet carry
their own uniqueness. These adventures have
given me the kind of insight into people and
places that one cannot learn in a classroom.
In addition to my travels, I have had the
opportunity to work with various relief
organizations such as Indian Relief Fund and
Benevolence International. These adventures
not only provided me with invaluable
education, but they developed within me an
openness to new ideas, a strong belief in my
own principles, and a sincere compassion for
others.
Challenging oneself makes a person
stronger and it provides a great deal of
satisfaction when successful. In addition to
being a Biology major, I am currently president
of Muslim Students' Association, a Biology
teaching assistant, as well as secretary of
Biology Interest Group. My fascination with
science has been strengthened with my
involvement in ground-breaking cancer
research for the past two years. Being involved
with different campus organizations including
Sandspur, ODK, and CAC has given me the
opportunity to meet people committed to
service and leadership. My hobbies include
photography, art (although I haven't had much
time to indulge in it), reading and rollerblading.
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Active
Event Organizer ,9 Funny
Soccer Player
Sociology Major
African-American
School Spirit.
When he's not on the Sandspur Field he is always up to something com-
pletely wacky. Whether it's donning the outfit of a cheerleader or leading
the crowd at basketball games to get into school spirit, Kenny Bonnett has
become a legend on this small campus.
A Deltona, Florida resident, Kenny has also been involved with many other activities,
groups, and events on campus. He has organized a beach volleyball tournament for
many years and has been a resident assistant for three years. A sociology major, Kenny
has definately been planning for the future after graduation. He plans to get his com-
pany, "Dreadhead," which designs t-shirts & other goods with his own personal logo for
that will help children's soccer teams raise funds.
v* Sports
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T,he women's volleyball team saw major
changes in its team structure this year. The
team welcomed several new players includ-
ing freshmen LaToya Campbell, Ericka
Valenzuela, and Angela Cabak along with
transfer Kinga Adamowicz.Sophomore Iara
Peng joined the team this fall, and seniors
Daniela Brenha, Kendall Goodier, Jamie
Jennings, Christine Smilari, and Mimi Tran
all will say good-bye to the team this year
after four years of games and memories.
Other top players such as Carrie Jetchick,
Jennifer Maloney, and Jody Pelfrey will
return in the fall to continue the success the
team has had in the past.
Jamie Jennings, Jennifer Maloney, and Dani
Brenha react to the referee's decision.
Mimi Tran serves while her
teammates look on.
Carrie Jetchick gets ready to
defend her turf.
Jennifer Maloney
and Dani Brenha
get ready to serve.
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Front Row (L to R): lara Peng, LaToya Campbell, Jennifer Maloney, Jamie Jennings, Ericka
Valenzuela, Mimi Tran, Laura Kerrigan. Back Row (L to R): Head Coach-Sandy Carter,
Daniela Brenha, Kinga Adamowicz, Jody Pelfrey, Angela Cabak, Carrie Jetchick, Kendall
Goodier, Christine Smilari.
#1
ocoreb
UC-Davis
o&rd
L 1-3
#2 Palm Beach Atlantic W 3-0
#3 Missouri-St. Louis L 1-3
#4 Nova Southeasten W 3-1
#5 Florida Southern W 3-2
#6 LIU-C.W.Post W 3-0
#7 Quinnipac W 3-0
#8 West Chester W 3-0
#9 Saginaw Valley L 1-3
#10 Barry W 3-1
#11 Tampa W 3-0
#12 Florida Tech W 3-0
#13 Eckerd W 3-0
#14 Catawba W 3-0
#15 Elon W 3-0
#16 St. Andrews W 3-0
#17 Mars Hill W 3-1
#18 North Florida L 0-3
#19 St. Leo W 3-0
#20 Florida Southern L 1-3
#21 Nova Southeastern W 3-0
#22 Tampa W 3-0
#23 North Dakota w 3-1
#24 Flagler w 3-0
#25 Barry L 0-3
#26 Florida Tech w 3-1
#27 Eckerd w 3-0
#28 Armstrong State w 3-0
#29 USC-Aiken w 3-0
#30 USC-Spartansburg w 3-0
#31 North Florida L 1-3
#32 St. Leo w 3-0
#33 North Florida w 3-2
#34 Barry L 0-3
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Laura Pierson is into
the game as she sets
her ball into the tee.
Front Row (L to R): Shuriti Khana, Cherie Hansen, Lynsey Tucker.
Back Row (L to R): Jennifer Toilette, Amy Reynolds, Head Coach-
Beverly Williams, Kathryn Cypherd, Laura Pierson.
Cherie Hansen
observes the golf
ground after putting.
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Front Row (L to R): Steve Ross, Mario Coelho, Gary Stewart, Carter
Lamberson, Dan Hall, Sazan Bardha. Back Row (L to R): Jason Call,
Paul Schick, Chris Shields, Kelly Robinson, Adam Chilvers, Mike
Stanchek, Head Coach-Kyle Frakes.
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Front Row (L to R): Ted Holt, Alan O'Neil, John Smith, Charlie Hutcherson, Dean Serletic,
Mike Peed, Peter Thornqvist, Adam Steinbauer. Middle Row (L to R): Assisant Coach-Steve
Bence, Raphael Drehsen, Kenny Bonnett, Sam Farmer, Marcel Schaefer, Ian Eule, John
Baldwin, Brett Marlowe, Michael Vinci, Assistant Coach-Declan Link. Back Row (L to R):
Head Trainer-Charlie Urban, Jason Tisdell, Tony Lawlor, Mike Nelson, Simon Wiseman, Mike
Deaver, Guy Eldredge, Brad Lancaster, Tim Kehrig, Head Coach-Keith Buckley.
Scoreboard
#1 Nova Southeastern W 4-1
#2 Lander L 2-3
#3 Davis & Elkins W 2-0
#4 St. Thomas W 3-0
#5 Lincoln Memorial w 6-1
#6 North Florida L 0-1
#7 Barry w 3-0
#8 Stockton State (NJ) Tie 0-0
#9 Webber W 4-0
#10 Eckerd W 4-3
#11 St. Leo W 5-0
#12 Francis Marion W 5-2
#13 South Connecticut L 0-1
#14 Alderson Broaddus W 3-1
#15 Tampa L 3-2
#16 Florida Tech Tie 1-1
#17 Florida Southern Tie 1-2
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—". in '. Front Row (L to R): Jody Horton, Elise Bartlett, Elizabeth Yeager, Melissa Brantz, Beth Raptis,
Leylan Kimball. Back Row (L to R): Head Coach-Michelle Frew, Jamie Jennings, Christine
Liberato, Elizabeth Bartels, Jennifer Gossett, Paige Krul, Michelle Esfahani. Not Pictured:
*m Lauren Shrensky.
Goalie Lauren Shrensky
attempts to grab the ball.
wm
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NCAA
Swimming becomes the latest
NCAA sport.
Greg Seyler gets a great
jump off the platform.
Swimmers take your marks . . .
Varsity swimmer Wf
competes in the |%
freestyle race.
98 <? Sports
1
Front Row (L to R): Jen DuPont, Ellen Dittmer, Sarah Balke, Erika Buenz, Karen Parker,
Michelle Alvarez, Gillian Market, Jill Jones, Brooke Rogers, Christine Forkois, Jessica Hall.
Back Row (L to R): Head Coach-Rich Morris, Pace Halter, Pat Kirschner,
Greg Seyler, Bill Fiordalis, Brian McCarthy, Juan Buritica, Pawel Nowicki, Micah Manning
Sports 99
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THE ALFOND
SWIMMING POOL
The team streches before
practice.
Steven Arthur-Wong runs pass
the back of Alfond Pool.
The team during the meet in Gainesville
Coach, Tom
Klusman and
Laureline Orsetti
take a break to
smile during their
tough workout.
Left to Right: Nick Dambrie, Assistant Coach-Matt Long, Christa Wrenn, Tracey Tolpin, Julie
Sauers, Laureline Orsetti, Mark Shanoff, Rebecca Hammock, Drew Spencer, Lee West, Andy
De Mil, Mike Cooper, Mike Stiskin, Brian Harper, Andrea Henderson, Head Coach-Tom
Klusman, Michelle Esfahani, Stephen Arthur-Wong.
Laureline Orsetti, Julie Sauers, Lee West,
Chris Wrenn, Tracy Tolpin, Rebecca
Hammock, Matt Long, and Coach Klusman
after the meet in Gainesville.
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Head Coach, Tom Klusman gives some words
of wisdom to his players.
An off-balanced
shot by Brad Ash.
Front Row (L to R): Daniel Parke, Mike Welker, Fred Johnson, Jason Davis, Brad Ash, David
Martino, Brian Travis, Chris Guokas, Ray Carter. Back Row (L to R): Assistant Coach-Dennis
Hunt, Assistant Coach-Robb Berger, Chris Munchel, Eric Dean, Bibb Allen, Frode Loftesnes,
Scott Van Selow, Jarvone Dolby, Head Coach-Tom Klusman, Assistant Coach-Kyle Frakes.
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Jason
Davis
throws
one up
during
team
practice
Ray Carter looks for an opening
against the Eckerd team.
During a time out, the team reviews their
strategy with head coach Thomas Klusman.
Brad Ash goes down the court, hoping to score
again in the Eckerd game. The Tars went to the
playoffs this season.
104 <0- Sports
Between quarters, the Tars congratulate each
other for another outstanding game.
Sports 105
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Front Row (L to R): Tami Newcomb, Missy Gavin, Tiki Fiol, Kelly Klesius, Jenifer Gossett,
Katie Robi son, Beth Raptis. Back Row (L to R): Head Coach-Glenn Wilkes, Jr., Assistant
Coach- Michelle Frew, Lajuanta Little, Jennifer Crawford, Dory Schofield, Jessica Wollaston,
Manoli Garcia, Tara Cantrell, Assistant Coach-Eddie Cole, Manager-Tia Smith.
Scoreboard
#1 Nova Southeastern W 4-1
#2 Lander L 2-3
#3 Davis & Elkins W 2-0
#4 St. Thomas w 3-0
#5 Lincoln Memorial w 6-1
#6 North Florida L 0-1
#7 Barry w 3-0
#8 Stockton State (NJ) Tie 0-0
#9 Webber W 4-0
#10 Eckerd W 4-3
#11 St. Leo W 5-0
#12 Francis Marion W 5-2
#13 South Connecticut L 0-1
#14 Alderson Broaddus W 3-1
#15 Tampa L 3-2
#16 Florida Tech Tie 1-1
#17 Florida Southern Tie 1-2
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Manoli Garcia
throws the ball
to an open
player during
practice.
Display their pride in being
number one, the team meets at
center court before a game.
108 Sports
Kelly Klesius, Jennifer Cossett, Jennifer Crawford, and
Manoli Garcia wait to get on the court for practice. Many
times during the year, teams had to wait on each other
because of the heavy use of the fieldhouse.
Lajuanta
Little and
Missy
Gavin
wait for
practice
to begin.
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bFront Row (L to R): Kristen Berg, Alexandra Nordback, Margriet Johansen, David Thomas.
Back Row (L to R): Brian Small, Liz Ashwell, Pete Dietrich, Andy Snow, Kiomie Johansen,
Head Coach-Rich Morris, Ian Dillon.
Kiomie Johansen and Julie Godwin
lean to make a sharp turn.
Sports 0- 1 1
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Front Row (L to R): Hank Schwartz, Tom Cavanaugh, John Vietmeyer, Gary Bosses, Bennie
Lohr, Matt May, Mike Dewar, Head Coach-Marc Bedsole. Back Row (L to R): Jeff Pohlig,
Sierra Domaille, Farrah Dawson, Kristen Carpenter, Allie Scott, Kara Wilbur. Not Pictured:
Robby Barton, Rhoni Barton.
Matt May and Tom Cavanaugh get
ready to ski on Lake Virginia.
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Front Row (L to R): C.R. Russell, Chris Vigilante, Eric Worswick, Bobby Williams, Pete
Leopardi, Marc Pellicciotta, Jason Ziebarth, Matthew Rupley. Middle Row (L to R):
Head Coach-Bob Rikeman, Assistant Coach-John Hernandez, Adam Correa, Mario
DiPasquale, Justin Hesenius, Rob Stanton, Rob Lawson, Assistant Coach-Al losue,
Assistant Coach-Ed Norton. Back Row (L to R): A.J. Brack, Rich DiTore, Matt
Raymond, Jimmy Hanning, Brent Haworth, Glenn Kowalski, Sean Connolly, Aaron
Church, Matt Dzurec, John Heller.
Marc Pel I iciotta bunts
an incoming pitch.
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Ry Bohnrnstedt prepares to make a
forward hand volley.
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Freshman Kristen Kelly makes a nice baseline shot.
ludy Hu with the
nice follow-
through.
11 8 -v- Sports
Front Row (L to R): Amy Robinson, Nancy Stegmiller, Amy Will, Monica Bonilla,
Kristen Kelly. Back Row (L to R): Head Coach-Bev Buckley, Judy Hu, Christie LeMieux,
Windy Dees, Sabrina Maharaj, Assistant Coach-Kerry Young.
Windy Dees makes a
down-the-line shot.
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Front Row (L to R): Sarah Balke, Maruja Perez, Angela Suchich, Lillian Mindich, Tabitha
Campbell. Back Row (L to R): Julia Jerome, Courtney Tietje, Jocelyn Hamilton, Molly
Talcott, Katie Gray, Deidre Nealon, Lauren Foglia, Dana Kobosky
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1
Alumni try to recapture
their college rowing records
during Alumni Weekend.
Brian Logue, Bob Orshak, Remi
Matsumoto, Stephen Aruthr-
Wong, and Jason Baggett
celebrate after a meet.
Remi Matsumoto, Al Hancock,
Stephen Aruthr-Wong, Ed
endez, and Liam Casey wait to
get on the lake.
Crew takes a lot of
concentration and
energy as exhibited
by Bob Orshak,
Brian Logue, Rob
Frase, and Ryan
Santurri
Left to Right: Heach Coach-Dave Neal, Dan Kempinger, Bob Orshak, Ryan Santurri, Rob
Frase, Jason Baggett, Alan Hancock, Stephen Arthur-Wong, Chad Rome, Liam Casey. Not
Pictured: Brian Logue, Coxswain-Holli Harben, Andy McGinnis, Edwin Melendez-
Murphy,
Al Hancock, Stephen
Arthur-Wong, Ed Melendez,
Liam Casey, and Remi
Matsumoto practice on a
sunny day on Lake Virigina.
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Front Row (L to R): Charlotte Kinnicutt, Milca Rivera, Krista Easom, Jen Slotkin. Back Row (L
to R): Courtney Catullo, Jenn Grant, D.J. Hardrick, DeDe Bacon, Jessica Early, Head Coach-
David Locke.
Front Row (L to R): Ralph Voight, Michael Cebo, Amber Manderson, Melody Malfa, Kevin
Green. Back Row (L to R): Chuck Archard, Kim Schurman, Keith Sweeney, Johnny
Crosskey, Chris Nitti, Gary Winkler, Matthew McCauley, Shane Mills, Elizabeth Radock.
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These guys
definately know
how to show their
school spirit.
Bottom Row (L
to R) Alan
Hancock, Andy
McGinnis, Kenny
Bonnett.
Middle Row (L to
R): Tim Kehrig,
Yo Kim. Top
Row: Dan
Kempinger.
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Breaking some waves at a
local Central Florida beach.
Alyssa Hart enjoys
to rollerblade on
her weekends.
Seth Charde and Jeremy Jewell seem that
they will spend another day at the beach
surfing.
Sophomore Sarah
Du Pont is an avid
horseback rider
whenever she is not
on campus.
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charismatic
Latin American Studies Director
Re,iable Humourous
Cnergetic
Originally born in Cuba, Profesor Pedro Pequeno-Rossie has been with
Rollins since 1972. He received both his Bachelor's and Master's Degrees
from Wichita State University, and his doctoral degree
u
from Southern Illinois University.
Dr. Pequeno-Rossie has taught Anthropology and Latin American culture
classes at Rollins since he first arrived on campus.
He has also been credited in starting the Latin American Studies Department,
and has directed study-abroad programs in Guatemala, Honduras, and
Mexico. Pedro's warm, cheerful, and humorous personality has made him a
favorite of students and faculty for almost twenty-five years already.
I '^Academics
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Can Make Out jbay
Whether it's typing a memo or faxing an important letter,
Administrative Assistants make our lives more easier. Without their
help, energy, and patience, many departments would probably not
be able to function on a day to day basis. Administrative Assistants
Ruth Jackson (Foreign Languages), Teresita "Mimi" Fernandez
(Latin American Studies) Helen Byrd (Anthropology/Sociology),
Sonia Rivera (Student Affairs), Gloria Chandler-Gumbs (Stu-
dent Affairs), and Mary Grabach (Education) are just six of the
many assistants who have become very well known to many
people on campus. Rollins for over a de-
cade. Many of them find the interaction they
have with students and faculty as being one
of their top joys of the job. "My years at
Rollins have provided me with the opportu-
nity to be involved in the student's growth
and maturity as they progress from freshman
to seniors, and finally graduation," says Sonia Rivera. So whenever
you are around, stop by to say hi. They'll be happy to assist you!
Here they are! Top Row
(L to R): Gloria Chandler-
Gumbs, Ruth Jackson,
and Helen Byrd. Bottom
Row (L to R): Mimi
Fernandez, Sonia Rivera,
and Mary Grabach.
Admissions Affirmative Action/Diversity Programs
1 30"v* Academics
Alumni Relations Anthropology
Layout Design:Luis Hernandez
Left to Right: Eileen Gregory, Persis Coleman, Steven Left to Right: Donald Rogers, Emily Rubinstein, Sheryl
Klemann, James Small, Judy Schmalstig. Fischer, Bill West, William Hepburn.
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Vanessa Carroll and Heather
Smiley take some time off from
their duties as Admissions
Counselors.
Students gather at a picnic held
at the Mitchell Plaza.
Front Row: Sharon Miller, Kenna Taylor. Back Row: From Left to Right: Scott Hewitt, Linda Deture, Work-
Eric Schutz, Chris Skelley, Harry Kypraios, Wayne Study Student Leah Gerstenfeld, Nancy McAleer,Mary
Hales, Charlie Rock. Grabach.
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A
CLOSER
LOOK
Sophomore Monica
Cox speaks at
Hauck Hall about
the benefits of the
Rollins Advantage
Progam (RAP).
Blake Mackesy is
always at her office
to assist walk-in
students.
Registrar worker
Joan Clark takes
time to assist a
student with fall
registration.
Foreign Languages History
Front Row: Richard Lima, Judith Luckett, Karoline Manny.
Back Row: Edward Borsoi, Ruth Mesavage, Roy Kerr,
Alexander Boguslawski, Ruth Jackson, Nancy Decker
Left to Right: R. Barry Levis, Mary Butler, Jack Lane.
Not Pictured: Gary Williams.
1 34^ Academics
International Programs Latin American/Caribbean Affairs
Donna O'Connor, Kathy Bailey From Left to Right: Luis Valdes, Mary Butler, Gay
Biery-Hamilton, Pedro Pequeno-Rossie, Edesa
Scarborough, Manuel Vargas-Payano.
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Mathematical & Computer Sciences Music
Left to Right: Richard Vitray, Julie Carrington, Dave Left to Right: Joyce Knavel,, Cathy Steinson, Susan
Kurtz, Doug Child, Gloria Child. Throm, Elizabeth Raddock, Ed LeRoy, Dan
Crozier,Keiko Ohuki-Anderson, John Sinclair.
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Lab Manager Ana Rodriquez
takes her time when
organizing the Biology
Department's storage lab.
Gay Biery-Hamilton and
Pedro Pequeno-Rossie listen
as a student discusses a
recent class.
A
CLOSER
LOOK
Organizational Communications Philosophy/Religion
Front Row: Marvin Newman, Wally Schmidt, Greg From Left to Right: Tom Cook, Karl Peters, Dan
Gardner. Back Row: Emily Rubinstein, Kim White-Mills. Denicola, Hoyt Edge, Armold Wettstein, Doris Lynn,
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Physical Education/Athletics Physics
Front Row (L to R): Sue Richards, Michelle Frew, Matt Long, Keith Buckley, Jim Poling, Left to Right: Greg Alman, Don Griffin, Robert Carson.
Bob Rikeman, Marc Bedsole, Harry Meisel, Bev Buckley, Seana Staley, Shawn Pistor,
Phil Roach. Back Row (L to R): Tom Klusman, Kyle Frakes, Fred Battenfield, Dan
McCormick, Glenn Wilkes, Charlie Urban, Dave Neal, Mike Rockovich, Mark Headrick.
|
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Front Row (L to R): Maria Ruiz, Bonnie Walker, Sandra Left to Right: Kristen Hurst, Ann Mikell, Mary Wismar-
Mclntire, Judy Addleston. Back Row (L to R): Leslie Miller, Davis, Larry Humes.
James Upson, Sharon Carnahan, John Houston.
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Registrar Student Activities
First Row: Janet Persons. Second Row (L to R): Registrar
Elizabeth Lannen, Julia Hatton. Back Row (L to R):
Beatrice Tormey, Joan Clark.
Front Row (L to R): Melissa Musch, Sonia Rivera,
Gloria Chandler-Gumbs. Back Row (L to R): Drew
Williams, Ray Rogers, Penny Schafer.
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Student Affairs/Academic Counseling
First Row: Saif Abdul-Ahad. Second Row (L to R): Sonia Rivera, Maureen
Gagnon, Blake Mackesy. Third Row (L to R): Penny Schafer, Melissa
Musch, Gloria- Chandler Gumbs, Dean Steve Neilson.
Writing Center
First Row: Sherry Steward, Shannon Barry, Heather Garrett. Second Row: Alan Berusch,
Jennifer Mayberry, Robyn James, Leslie Roth. Third Row: Matthew Moyer, Leslie Gibson,
Amanda Dowling, Jennifer Judge, Shelly Wyatt, Susan bailey, Melissa Person. Fourth Row:
John Houston, Matt Schmidt, Amalee McCoy, Kimberly Nix, Page Sands, Twila Papay-Yates.
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A
CLOSER
1O0K
Ray Rogers, Mark Freeman, and Penny
Schafer listen on at a RAP presentation.
Anne-Marie Puig chats with a representative
from the Crummer Graduate School of
Business about future plans.
English professor Bill
Boles leads a Shakespeare
class in the outdoors.
142 "v" Academics
Carnegie Hall is the home to many important academic and support
departments including Admissions, Student Affairs, Student Activities,
Student Financial Planning, and the Registrar. This student is seen
exiting its famous doors.
Robbie Barton
and a friend walk
around the Horsehoe
after a long day of
classes.
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Vibrant Personality
Charming Involved
Helping Others
Michele Segarra-Rovira came to Rollins in the fall of 1995, not knowing
how she would change history. A native of Carolina, Puerto Rico
Michelle attended school in Tampa, Florida before attending college
Once she arrived
,
there was no doubt that she would leav
her mark on campus
The biggest thing that has happened to Michelle this year, was when th(
Residential Life Office named her the first and only freshman RA, after tw
vacancies appeared in January. Known for her community service and in
volvement, Michelle has helped her floor at Elizabeth Hall to get involved ii
many activities, including food drives and dorm programs
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Front Row (L to R):
Hoa Le, Judy Hu,
Amy Robinson,
Kiet Tran.
Back Row (L to R):
Albert Bunn,
Amalee McCoy,
Christina Welsh,
Suzanne Lawe,
Kim Vang, Sarah Trono.
Clockwise From Top
Left: D.J. Hardrick, Tia
Smith, Maria Figueroa,
Suzanne Lawe, Anita
Treohan, Karl Lewis,
Linda Nigro, Johnny
Crosskey, Eric Dean,
Carla Lopez, Valenta
Encarnacion, Dario
Moore.
Some students involved
are Lee West, Creighton
Knight (second and third
from left, top row),
Maria Figueroa and
Nathan Dejong (first and
second from left, bottom row)
Front Row (L to R):
Julie Westendorf,
Kim Stowers.
Back Row (L to R):
Nathan Dejong,
Mims Rouse,
Julie Sauers,
John Thimm.
Not Pictured:
lara Peng.
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Angela Higgs, Kim Thoman,
Brian Logue, Jennifer
Thompson, Anne-Marie
Puig, And Ashley Tenney
had a great time when the
Caribbean Student Associa-
tion traveled to Miami
for that city's annual
Caribbean Carnival.
Brian Small and Margriet Johansen
share a laugh at a stairway at
McKean Hall
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Ernie Tolos and Jennifer Thompson
are in the midst of a heated debate at
the Campus Safetey Office.
Danielle Rynzcak, Angela Higgs,
and Dario Moore are full of
emotion at Residential Life's
"Singled Out" game show in April.
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Front Row (L to R):
Danielle Cohen,
Yudit Greenberg,
Leah Katz,
Heather Laporte.
Back Row (L to R):
Stuart Penan,
Tracy Tolpin,
Lara Printz,
Dan Weinsberg.
Left to Right:
Alan Nordstrom,
Sharon Belville,
Beppy Landrum,
Erica Holloway,
Shellie Olsewski,
Teresa Greenlees,
Barbara Carson.
Left to Right:
Tom Cook,
Shelly Ozark,
Matt Gabriel,
Suzanne Fridlich,
Lisa Blanning, Robert
Dunikoski
Christa Wrenn,
Matt Moyer.
Members of the
Amercian Chemical
Society is an honor
society for
undergraduate study in
chemical sciences.
Members are active in
research, benefiting the
chemisty department.
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Front Row (L to R):
Amy Will, Courtney
Brown, Jennifer
Johnston, Soluna
Gandhi, Holli Harben,
Kim Hanisak, Heather
Laporte, Penny Schafer.
Middle Row (L to R):
Matt Gabriel, John
Titone, Mark
Shanoff,Andrea
Henderson, Scott
Leonard, Melanie
Crawford.
Top Row: Chris Basel.
Front Row (L to R):
Marsha Huddle,
Jillian Kennedy,
Shannon Gryn,
Yolaine Cotel.
Back Row (L to R):
Laura Hall,
Willie Garland,
Vincent Bagni.
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Front Row (L to R):
Melody Malfa,
Jennifer Kamin,
Yolaine Cotel,
Christine Coons.
Middle Row (L to R):
Tynisha Wynder,
Terra Atkinson,
Estela De Arcos.
Back Row (L to R):
Julie Chason,
Lillian Mindich.
Front Row (L to R):
Unidentified Student,
Liz Ashwell, De Anne
Wingate.
Back Row (L to R):
Val Laurence, John
Langfitt, Pat Powers.
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etting
involved
Stephen Arthur Wong tries to catch
a flying pancake that was flipped
by President Bornstein.
These students are joining in the festivities sponsored
by the Asian American Student Association and the
Muslim Student Association commemorating the
Chinese New Year and the Muslim festival of Eid.
From Left to Right: Tyson LeMonte, Suzanne Lawe,
Brian Silber, Christina Welsh, Kiet Tran, Amalee
McCoy, Sarah Trono, and Kim Vang.
Members of the Art Club and Faculty
debut the works of a student artist.
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,
Isoke Jacobs and Daniel Parke spark
up a conversation at Beans.
Julie Sauers, Mike
Deaver, and Lua
Rudolph are some of
them members of the
audience at Voices for
Women' second
"Take Back the Night"
march this year.
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Front Row (L to R)
Stephanie Ballauer
Laura Hall
Dory Rosenbaum
Back Row (L to R)
Joy Ahlering
Michelle Pellegrino
Brandy De Mil
Clockwise From Top
Mark Kaplan
Lissette Guillen
Ann D'Orto
Abby Brown
Rob Boiselle, Jr
fa*
*W a men
9t.S ?M
Kristen Dolina-Adamcyzk marches in
Voices for Women's "Take Back the
Night" march up Park Avenue.
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etting
involved
Some students served as tour guides for RA Kenny Bonnett has a clever idea while
the Student Ambassadors' program. Raphael Drehsen poses behind him.
mzations
Petting
involved
Stacy Hoitsma and Tenaya Tynes seem to be surprised at Beans when
their photograph was taken. Tenaya has been actively involved with
the Caribbean Student Association, International Student Association,
and the Black Student Union throughout her Rollins career.
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SGA Senator *%<tod 7(Jon6i*ty
Phi Mu Sorority
creative
Sorority President
Sandspur Editor-in-Chief
Talented
A native of Vero Beach, Florida, Sophomore Kim Hanisak has made a
tremendous impact on this small college. Only a sophomore, Kim has
successfully acquired the position of Editor-in-Chief for the 1996-97
Sandspur, is the 1996-97 President of Phi Mu Sorority, and has been
an SGA senator for the past two years.
At Fox Hall, or around campus, Kim has proven to be an effective, reliable,
and charismatic individual with high ambitions and a positive attitude.
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Chi Omega
Member 1995-96
Liz Ashwell* Ellen Dittmer Evyan Lieberman*
Darcy Bailey Becky Dixon Allyson Lipman
Jennifer Bannon Molly Du Pont Jennifer Maloney
Elizabeth Bartels Sarah Du Pont Kristen McCabe
Rhoni Barton Giancarla Floridia Holly McCannon
Katia Billeci Jennifer Gaines Aimee O'Connor
Alexis Bohrnstedt Eileen Giarrusso Carrie Oliver
Beth Bonargo Kendall Goodier Kim Oram-Smith
Erica Buenz* Lisa Goodwin Iara Peng
Kristen Carpenter Jenifer Gossett Amy Percy
Julie Chason Victoria Hayes Leslie Poole
Melanie Chiles Andrea Henderson* Pamela Pushkin
Christina Cirillo Leslie Hickey Elizabeth Ramirez
Jenny Colinger* Jamie Jennings Missy Riegel
Monica Cox Jennifer Johnston* Katie Robison
Jennifer Crawford Charlotte Kinnicutt* Lillian Rodriguez*
Jennifer Crider Christine Liberato Elizabeth Scheid
Christine Smilari
Kristin Spraker*
Ashley Stearns
Kimberly Stowers
Sarah Sutton
Devon Walsh*
Lee West
Nicole White
Lesley Whitten
Jennifer Wilcox*
DeAnne Wingate
Jessica Wollaston*
Stacy Wurl*
Elizabeth Yeager
Shannon Zwick
*1995-96 Pledge
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GIRLS' NIGHT OUT
Leslie Whitten, Kimberly
Stowers, Christine
Liberate, and lara Peng
get together before
heading off to the Mill.
GUESS WHO'S
GOT A CRUSH?
Chi-Os dress in
orange, ready to
meet their crushes
for their annual
crush party.
BID DAY
"We Got What We Want... And
Now We're Back For More."
Monica Cox, Jennifer Maloney,
lara Peng, and Sarah DuPontare
ready to greet their new pledges.
SPRING WEEKEND
Spring initiates Evyan Lieberman
and Devon Walsh enjoy their first
Chi-O formal with sister Kim
Stowers.
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WALK FOR AIDS
Several Chi Omegas
spend a day walking
to raise money for
AIDS victims. This
project was just one of
the many ways Chi-
O's contributed to the
community.
IT'S ALL OVER!
Lisa Scheid, Beth Bonargo and Liz Rameriz
get ready to greet their pledges. Though Bid
Day marked the end of rush, it was the
beginning of new friendships.
SUNNY DAYS
Seniors Jen Bannon and Jamie Jennings hang out
together in Key West during spring break.
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XQ
Chi Omega
History
Chi Omega, the largest na-
tional sorority, was founded
at the University ofArkansas
on April 5, 1895. The Upsi-
lon Beta Chapter was
started at Rollins in 1931
and has managed to be-
come one of the largest and
most recognizable groups
on campus. Located at
Corrin Hall, Chi Omega has
been an active force in stu-
dent athletics and activities.
With over 60 members, Chi
Omega distinctively made
its mark on campus.
Philanthrophy
Chi Omega took part in the
annual AIDS Walk this past
fall. This event raised funds
for AIDS research. Chi-Os
also orgainized Operation
Christmas Child, for which
Chi-Os bought presents for
Children in third world
nations. Also, throughout
the year, Chi-Os worked at
the Winter Park Art Festival,
babysat for children at the
First Congregational
Church, and voulnteered at
a carnival for under
priviledged children.
Social Events
Chi Omegas held two black-
tie formals during the school
year. Annually, Chi Os join
with Alpha Tau Omegas for
the annual Grafitti Party.
Chi-Os held their Orange
Crush Party at Park Ave.
Grill. In addition, Chi -Os
throw parties with several
fraternities on campus.
Famous Chi Omegas
Joyce DeWitt (Television Actress: "Three's Company")
Mary Ann Mobely (Miss America 1959 & Television Actress)
Joanne Woodward (Film Actress)
Celebrating Rollins women since 1931
LONDON BRIDGE
Chi-Os often choose to spend
winter term studying abroad.
PIGGY BACK RIDE
Alexis Borhnstedt hops on
Ashley Stern's back while at a
community service event.
FOREVER FRIENDS
Allison Lipman, Sarah DuPont
and Holly McCannon share
one of the treasured Chi-O
friendships that will last a
lifetime.
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Kappa Alpha Theta
Members 1995-96
Catherine Allibone Mary Caroline Cruse Anne Kettle Lindsay Remley
Kristen Alwin* Tristan Eckert* Kristen Kling Melissa Ritchie
Amy Archambault Amy Eisinger Elizabeth Lanning Tessa Rowan
Ashley Bastholm Lizzy Evanoff Kristin Lettiere Corley Sadacca
Dara Baur Carmen Evans Katie McCarthy* Serena Samadani
Mairi Beautyman* Eileen Faix Jennifer McKay Hilary Sheldon
Perrin Berkey Jennifer Finn Jessica McLean* Sharon Shepherdson
Joanna Block* Jennifer Garcia Alexis Mead Carli Starr*
Shelley Boyer Kathy Giglia* Josie Miles Allison Stattner
Jaime Brooks* Laura Greeneisen Megan Miles Catherine Stone*
Leslie Brown Louise Hallam Katie Murphy* Tara Stone
Tracy Carmany Elisa Hill Anne O'Brien Lauren Strapp
Jakki Clarke* Jennifer Hinds Virginia Oatley Robin Sutliff
Susan Colimore* Catherine Jennings Melissa Porter* Febbie Taylor*
Jennifer Condren* Rachel Kaiden* Margaret Redman Gray Tyler*
Christine Crowley* Kristin Karlovec Kimberly Reither* Jenny Worth
*1995-96 Pledge
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A NIGHT ON
LASTING
FRIENDSHIPS
THE TOWN Catherine
Sharon Shephardson, Jennings and Jenn
Nicole Dose, Robin Sutl iff, Finn have a great
and Lindsay Remley smile time during one
while having a fun time. of their formals.
BONDING
Tara Stone, Margaret Redman,
Laura Greeneisen, and Amy
Archambault definately know the
true meaning of sisterhood.
LASTING FRIENDSHIPS
Josie Miles, Laura Greeneisen,
Alexis Mead, Anne O'Brien, and
Carmen Evans hang out at Cross
Hall before heading out for the
evening.
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FUN TIMES
Louise Hallam enjoys hanging
out with her sisters at the Theta
house.
KA0
Kappa Alpha Theta
WELCOME PLEDGES
Some the Theta's spring pledges
learn what the strong bonds of
sisterhood are all about.
TAKIN' A BREAK
Thetas stop for a picture while
getting ready for the weekend
parties around campus.
HISTORY
The founding of Kappa Al- continue the tradition set
pha Theta on January 27,
1870 at DePauw University
marked the establishment of
the first Greek letter frater-
nity among women. Since
1933, the Gamma Gamma
chapter has been able to
forth by the original
founders. Residing in Cross
Hall, Kappa Alpha Theta
continues to be a strong and
energetic sorority that em-
phasizes the benefits of
Greek life.
PHILANTHROPHY
Along with Kappa Kappa
Gamma, Kappa Alpha
Theta sponsored the
"Black and Blue" party,
which benefited abused
women. Many Thetas also
participated in the Great
Duck Race that took place
Social
Kappa Alpha Theta held
several social parites on
campus with fraternities and
other sororites. Like other
sororities, Theta also had a
crush party where each girl
Famous
at Wet & Wild this past
spring. The event benefited
various charities in the Or-
lando area. Kappa Alpha
Theta also participated in
the school's annual Hallow-
een Howl festivities this past
fall semester.
Events
invited two guys, which
makes the event more of a
social. Kappa Alpha Theta
also has an annual party
with Chi Psi and the Rollins
Outdoor Club.
THETAS
Nancy Coleman (Film Actress)
Rue McClanahan (Television Actress: "Golden Girls")
Ann-Margaret (Television/Film Actress & Singer)
Celebrating Rollins women since 1933
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ONE TO REMEMBER
A group picture at the Black &
Blue Formal creates memories
of a night of fun for the sisters
and their dates.
FORMAL TIME
Some Thetas are dressed up
for the Theta Crush party
which took place during the
fall semester.
WE'VE GOT SPIRIT
Thetas show the Theta spirit
as they celebrate their new
pledge class.
NOT IUST FOR KIDS
Lindsay Remley, Sharon
Shepherdson, Lori Levy show that
Halloween is not just a holiday for
kids.
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1995-96 Members
Vivien Bahrmann* Paige Dreyfuss Kristen Guarisco* Sara Osborne*
Susan Bailey Jessica Early* Kristal Hale Ginny Patterson*
Lisa Basurto Krista Easom* Jessica Hall* Maru Perez
Tara Bathgate Michele Esfahani Chrissy Harper* Michelle Ralat*
Laura Beck Terri Felton Donna Home* Amy Robinson
Diane Bundschu Eileen Fernandez Julia Jerome Marian Rogers*
Mary Ann Canzano Maria Florido* Laura Kerrigan* Duquessa Sampson
Michelle Cicak Soluna Gandhi* Kara Kidman McLean Schaeffer
Staci Clark* Vanessa Garay Suzanne Lawe Holly Smith
Melli Collada Leah Gerstenfeld* Remi Matsumoto* Tracey Sprankle*
Melanie Crawford* Jennifer Grant* Amalee McCoy Jennifer Toilette
Isabella Cubillan-Soto* Kelly Grant* Nicole Metsisto Tania Torres
Windy Dees* Kim Graves Lillian Mindich* Sarah Trono
Danielle Di Vito* Abby Gresko* Janet Mitchell Vanessa Valle*
Kimberly Donovan* Kate Griffin Nicole Murphy* Origin Zanders
* 7995-96 Pledge
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REBELS WITH A CAUSE STRIKING A POSE
These KD's are getting Mary Ann Canzano
ready to partcipate in the and Eileen
Walktoberfest that took Fernandez smile
place in October. during their Spring
Formal.
TOO HOT!
Abby Cresko and Terri Felton
know that they have to wear
shades on Bid Day 1996.
IN COSTUME
Some Kappa Delta sisters
get dressed in costumes to
celebrate Halloween.
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DUCK RACE
Michelle Cicak, Kim
Graves, and Lisa
Basurto are at Water
Mania watching the
duck race for charity.
LIFETIME FRIENDSHIPS
Amalee McCoy, Staci Clark,
Kate Griffin, Kristal Hale, and
Jessica Early take a break
between rush groups .
BID SATURDAY
Kristen Guarisco and McLean
Schaeffer celebrate reaching quota
this year.
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KA
Kappa delta
HIS
On October 23, 1897, four
young women at Longville
College in Farmville, Vir-
ginia gathered together to
create a strong sisterhood
that would last forever. Ever
since that day, Kappa Delta
has managed to become
TORY
one of the largest and fastest
growing sororities in the
United States. The Zeta Xi
chapter, which was started
in 1994, makes Kappa Delta
the youngest sorority on our
campus. Kappa Delta has
proven that it is here to stay!
PHILANTHROPHY
Kappa Delta participated in
several community service
events this year. From Hal-
loween Howl to the Martin
Luther King, Jr. Parade that
was held in downtown Or-
lando, Kappa Delta has
proven to be one of Rollins'
most committed groups.
Besides these events,
Kappa Delta also sponsored
a fund raising drive that
benefited abused children
shelters. With a generous
heart and determination,
Kappa Delta always helps.
Social Events
Anuually,Kappa Delta and
the Rollins Outdoor Club
sponsored the annual
Green Toad Party at
Lyman Hall. The sorority
also held a fall and spring
formal,and participated in
women's Rush. They also
organized several activites
with the KD's at UCF.
Famous kd's
Georgia O'Keefe (Artist)
READY FOR FUN
Holly Smith and friend are
ready for a fun-filled evening
A FORMAL AFFAIR
Jessica Early and big sis',
Amalee McCoy enjoy their
Christmas formal.
FUN TIMES
Origin Zanders and
Duquessa Sampson hug in
a picture taken during
womens 1 rush.
Celebrating Rollins women since 1994
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Kappa kappa gamma
1995-96 Members
Elisa Areano* Keri Dubin Kimberly Lafferty Kim Stanbro
Jana Ball* Vail Duggan Sara Lemuth Jennifer Stever
Holly Bassett Barbara Dunn Sally Marcy Sarah Tallman
Kristen Berg Alexandra Fielding*
Beth Frigola*
Michelle Marino Meg Thibodeau-O 1 Grady
Kristen Bergquist Jessica Marulli Julie Thomas
Staci Birdsong* Kathryn Gilbert Stefanie Mazer* Pippa Till
Vibecke Bu Liza Glaize Alexandra Nordback* Michele Torlen
Hadley Burcham* Andrea Gregg Amber Parsell Mimi Tran
Jessica Butzin Molly Hager Heather Peck* Betsy Tucker*
Annette Campagna* Bridget Hallman Heather Ploch* Susan Turner
Laura Coleman* Meredith Inglesby Paige Prentiss Beatriz Turro*
Amanda Conseur* Kristen Kelly* Sonie Rao Julie Westendorf*
Sarah Cordi Jillian Kennedy* Julie Ream Bridget White*
Farrah Dawson Kimberly Ketchow Katie Roberts* Amy Will*
Lindsey Dearholt* Delara Kheradi Nicole Roessle Katie Weinbrenner
Katherine DeGeurin Maria Kontoudakis Allie Scott Lindsey Winick
* 1995-96 Pledge
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ALL SMILES
Sisters Kim Ketchow,
Kim Lafferty, and Kim
Stanbro stop for a quick
picture as they hang
out at a formal.
IN DISGUISE
Keri Dubin and Maria
Kontoudakis spread
good cheer at a
Halloween party
sponsored by the
Croc Club.
SISTERLY LOVE
Julie Westendorf and Amy Will
enjoy the pledge process. The
bonds created during this time
will last a lifetime.
FULL OF EXCITEMENT
Kappa's new initiates are all
smiles as they begin their first
day in sorority life.
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LASTING FRIENDSHIPS
Lindsey Winick and Sonie Rao
pose for a picture as they get
ready tor another day of rush.
KKT
Kappa Kappa Gamma
History
CIRCLE OF SISTERS
New Kappa initiates Betsy
Tucker, Beatriz Turro and Jana
Ball put their heads together for
a cute snapshot.
DAY OF FU N
Lindsey Dearholt, Meg
Thibodeau-O'Grady & Farrah
Dawson spend the day relaxing at
the beach and enjoying the sun.
Since the Saturday morning
in October of 1870, when
six young collegiates en-
tered the chapel at
Monmouth College wearing
golden keys which bore the
letters KKG. Kappa Kappa
Gamma has grown to be-
come one of the top na-
tional sororities. The Delta
Epsilon chapter on our cam-
pus continued to promote
the importance of sister-
hood and friendship, quali-
ties that make this group
strong.
Philanthrophy
In the fall, Kappa Kappa
Gamma participated in Hal-
loween Howl, Meals on
Wheels, and held a car wash
for the United Way. KKG
also took part in the Golf
Tournament for American
Cancer Society, sponsored
Social
Many socials set the scene
for members of Kappa
Kappa Gamma to meet stu-
dents on campus. In the fall,
KKG held the Black and
Famous
by Sigma Phi Epsilon. Kap-
pas also raised money for
the Great Duck Race, and
could often be found help-
ing with Alumni Phone-a-
thons.
Events
Blue formal with KAT, had a
crush party, and their fall
formal. Kappa's also orga-
nized the Mock Halloween
party with Phi Delta Theta.
KAPPAS
Candice Bergen (Television/Film Actress: "Murphy Brown")
Kate Jackson (Television/Film Actress: "Charlie's Angels")
Jane Pauley (NBC News Anchor: "Today")
Celebrating Rollins women since 1932
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A FORMAL AFFAIR
Kappa President Julie Thomas
and Julie Westendorf enjoy
Kappa's annual Fall Formal.
"TREKKIES"
Some Kappas get dressed up as
the cast on Star Trek for a
Halloween party on campus.
SISTERHOOD RETREATS
Kappas capture memories with a
picture at a retreat for its
members.
Kappa places emphasis on studying and
keeping good grades, so study sessions are
frequent.
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NON COMPIS MENTIS
Katharine Acton*
Amanda Anstine
Elise Bartlett
Amy Beaumont
Carlynna Bonfiglio
Rachel Bracken
Courtney Brown*
Courtney Catullo*
Victoria Colross*
Claire Connolly
Sierra Domaille*
Nellie Ghadar
Celine Goget
Heather Griner*
Brooke Hammerling
Heather Hardwick
April Hausfield
April Hendrickson*
Summer Israel*
Lindsay Koch*
Christina Leh*
Julie Lewis
Gabrielle Light*
Darla Lowery
Lauren MacDonald
Desiree Martin
Angela McAllister*
Ellen McCoy
Allison Mella
Loryn Nash
Danielle Nattress
De De Provenzano*
Kelly Rhodes
Joy Robinson*
Heather Rudolph
Cortney Schoen*
Maureen Stachowski*
Jennifer Stamm
Jacqueline Travis*
Julie Uhlendorf*
Hannah Wall
Dee Ann Whiting
Robyn Williams
Karen Zagrodny*
*/ 995-96 New Members
YAHOO! GETTING READY
Lauren MacDonald Desiree Martin and Julie
screams with excitement Lewis get ready to hit the
on Bid Day after picking dance clubs in downtown
up NCM'snew pledges. Orlando.
FALL COOKOUT
Nellie Ghadar, Amy
Beaumont, and Darla
Lowery celebrate NCM's
success during a cookout
IN WITH THE NEW
The new pledges of Non
Compis Mentis spend time
together in a special day of
fun on their bid day.
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FUN TIMES
These sisters get ready
for a night out. The
girls of NCM enjoyed
fun times like this one.
HEY SISTER
During a night on the town, the
NCM sisters stop to take a
picture.
WELCOME PLEDGES
Kelly Rhodes welcomes two
new sisters on sorority Bid
Saturday.
1 76
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NCM
NON COMPIS MENTIS
History
In 1970, a group of
enthuastic women broke
away from a national soror-
ity, Pi Beta Phi, to establish a
more progressive group of
women. Now, twenty five
years after becoming an in-
dependent local sorority,
Non Compis Mentis con-
tinues to promote the
ideals of the Greek sys-
tem. Located in May-
flower Hall, Non Compis
Mentis is a group where
individualism is pro-
moted.
PHILAIMTHROPHY
Members of Non Compis
Mentis participated in sev-
eral community service
projects this year. While
some members babysitted
for professors, others
started a food drive to ben-
efit the many homeless
Social
NCM had several social
events this year. In October,
NCM along with Kappa Al-
pha Theta held a Halloween
party at Mayflower Hall.
The sorority also had a for-
mal this spring. Rush was
also a important time for
people residing in the
Orlando metropolitan
area. The group seeks to
become a major player
in the area of commu-
nity service like other so-
rorities on campus.
Events
many NCMers to get to
know rushees. NCM,
the Rollins Outdoor
Club (ROC) and Kappa
Delta also sponsored the
second annual Green
Toad Party at Lyman
Hall.
Famous NCMers
Janis Hirsch (Televison Producer: "The Nanny"
Celebrating Rollins women since 1970
HAVING FUN
These sisters enjoy a good
time at their pledge party.
ALL SMILES
These sisters show their spirit
at a NCM party.
NEW FRIENDS
NCM members smile with
their new sisters on Bid Day.
Bid Day marked the end of a
stressful, yet fun week.
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Phi Mu
Jo Anna Boylan
Leigh Carter
Jeanette Cline
Anne DOrto
Jessica Dixon*
Michelle Edgecombe*
Ezara Genito*
Kimberly Hanisak
Members 1995-96
Jen Harris
Alyssa Hart
Angela Higgs*
Isabel Kalpakian
Sybil McKinzy
Christine Ng-A-Fook
Lauerline Orsetti
Pamela Prime
Ann-Marie Puig
Michelle Saulnier
Michelle Segarra-Rovira*
Shelby Shaffer
Tonia Warnecke*
Rebecca Wentz
Suzy Wong
* 7995-96 Pledge
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WHERE THE GIRLS ARE
Anne-Marie Puig, Joanna
Boylan, Kim Hanisak, and
Leigh Carter are ready for
a girl's night out.
HALLOWEEN HAPPINESS
Shelby Shaffer and Suzy Wonj
take a break from the hectic
duties of Halloween Howl.
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FORMING FRIENDSHIPS
Kim Hanisak, Leigh Carter,
Ann-Marie Puig, and Jo
Anna Boylan show-off Phi-
Mu's friendships at the
Student Activities Fair.
COMMUNITY SPIRIT
Phi Mu's rasie money for
their organization by having
a car wash.
OM
A FORMAL AFFAIR
These sisters pose for a picture
as they get ready to attend one
of their formals.
PHI MU
History
Since its founding in 1852 at
Wesleyan College in Ma-
con, Georgia, Phi Mu has
grown to a national mem-
bership of more than
100,000. In addition to be-
ing the nation's second old-
est sorority, the Alpha Ome-
ga chapter is presently cel-
ebrating its 65th anniver-
sary, making it the oldest
sorority on campus. From
the hallways of Fox Hall, Phi
Mu has grown to become
one of the most active so-
rorities on campus.
PH1LANTHROPHY
When it comes to commu-
nity service, Phi Mu has be-
come an active group on
campus In the fall, the so-
rority staged a "topless
carwash" in which the mem-
bers refused to wash the
tops of cars. This event,
combined with the fact that
Social
Every sorority's busy sched-
ule does not allow much
time for socializing, how-
ever Phi Mu's found time to
hold its spring formal in
Phi Mu won the Kappa
Kappa Gamma award for
the highest GPA among all
sororities, has made the
group very visible. Phi Mu
has definately been a pace-
setter on campus. Phi Mu
has always been a pace set-
ter on campus
Events
bers participated in the
Greek and Student
Leadership retreat that
brought a diverse group of
students together.
Famous Phi Mus
Dana Ivey (Television/Film Actress & Rollins Alumna: "The Color Purple")
Pat Mitchell (Television Commentator)
Celebrating Rollins women since 1929
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HALLOWEEN FUN
The sisters of Phi Mu get
together for Halloween fun.
Phi-Mu's took part in the
"Halloween Howl" event
on campus.
BOWLING NIGHT
These Phi Mu members enjoy
an afternoon at a local bowling
alley. Bowling was just one of
the ways students liked to
spend their time.
READY TO PARTY
Lauerline Orsetti and her date
Mike Porco '95, prepare to
pend a fun-filled night at their
Spring Formal.
H LA
LOST AND FOUND?
Rebecca Wentz and Michelle
Edgecomb find an unexpected
visitor at the step of Fox Hall.
1
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CAUGHT STEALIN 1 GREEK GOLF
Abby Gresko and Terri These Sigma Phi
Felton are caught with Epsilon brothers take
<DM ATQ. XQ. XT KA6 OA© KA IOE KKT TKE NCM X-CLUB OM ATQ XQ XY KA0 OA(j i ]
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FALL FORMAL
Freshman Mairi Beautiman
and her date socialize at a
Theta formal. Formals
provided an opportunity
to meet new people.
I AM THE LIZARD QUEEN!
Elise Bartlett (arms in air) and some of
her NCM sisters form a pyramid at
Mayflower Hall.
/v
A
KA ZOE KKT TKE NCM X-CLUB OM ATQ XQ X¥ KA0 OA0 KA XOE KKr TKE X-CLUB
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HELPING HANDS
Some TKE brothers join together
to volunteer at the Daily Bread.
Several fraternities and sororites
chose to donate their time to
soup kitchens like this one.
BIRD WATCHING
These KD's wait patiently for
the duck race to finish at
Watermania. Many Greek
organizations also participated
in this community service
project.
NCM X-CLUB OM ATQ XQ X¥ KA0 KAO <DA0 KA EOE KKT TKE NCM X-CLUB OM ATQ
I
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Alpha Tau Omega
1995-96 Members
Chad Alvaro* Chris Kline Albert Saville*
Brad Ash Glenn Kowalski Paul Schick*
Vincent Bagni Joshua Kreusser* Joe Serna
Tony Bielawski* Brad Lancaster* Greg Seyler*
Pieter Bockweg* Steve Leone* Gary Stewart
Matt Certo William Mason* Jason Tisdell*
Christian Chang James McAlpin* Brian Travis
Frank Cuccaro Ted McGrath* Timothy Videnka*
Mario Di Pasquale Jason Mitchell Michael Vinci*
Charlie Goodrich Nathan Morris* Michael Welker*
Chris Guokas Jason Muehlhauser Robert Williams*
Chip Haines Christopher Munchel Tad Zimmerman*
Joseph Harris* Ognen Nikolovski
Mark Hatch Alan O'Neil
Edwin Hendricksen Scott Payne
*/ 995-96 Pledge
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CHILLIN' OUT
Mario DiPasquale and
Vinny Bagni pre-party
before the kick off of the
annual Graffiti Party.
BIG BRO'/LIL' BRO 1
Jason Muehlhauser
.
and his little brother
Joe Harris pose after
one of their chapter
meetings.
SPECIAL BROTHERHOOD
Matt Certo and Brian Travis show
what real brotherhood is all about.
Jason Tisdell, Paul Schick, and
Chris Goukas relax during the
annual auction party at the Park
Avenue Grill.
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HALLOWEEN HOWL
ATOs annually participate
in Halloween Howl, a
campus-wide event for
children. AT£2 created a
haunted house for kids to
walk through.
TRUE BROTHERS
Brian Travis and Tucker McGrath share a brotherly
hug at their annual MORP party.
HANGING AT THE HOUSE
Bert Saville, Chad Alvaro, and Joseph Harris rest and
relax at the house one weekend.
1 90
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Alpha Tau Omega
History
Founded on September
11, 1865 at the Virginia
Military Institute in Lexing-
ton, Virginia, Alpha Tau
Omega has become one of
the oldest, largest, and
most repected college fra-
ternities in the United
States. Since 1989, when
thir-teen men brought the
Iota Zeta chapter to campus,
Alpha Tau Omega has con-
tinued to uphold the tradi-
tions & ideals instilled by its
original founders.
PHILANTHROPHY
Alpha Tau Omega have
been an active group on
campus. They annually
contribute to the Halloween
Howl festivities, that draw
many local children to cam-
pus. Every October, Strong
Hall is transformed into a
virtual haunted house
where children and students
alike get to enjoy the holiday
in style. Members have also
been active with the Baltic
Outreach, and held a car
wash benefiting the Make-
A-Wish foundation.
Social Events
Annually, ATO joined with
the sisters of Chi Omega to
throw their famous Grafitti
party. Also, Alpha Tau
Omega has a black-tie fall
formal, no-theme party with
Theta, MORP party-dates
only, swamp party with Chi-
O, and a Spring semester
formal.
Famous atos
Jack Kemp (Former Secretary of Housing)
Greg Kinnear (Television/Film Celebrity: "Sabrina")
Art Linkletter (Television/Film Actor)
G
I
TAKE A BREAK
Glenn Kowalski and Matt
McAlpin end a school day by
playing a game of pool.
CLOSEKNIT CREW
These brothers prove that
fraternity friendships were
made to last a lifetime.
BROTHERHOOD CHEER
Bert Saville and Joe Serna
show their excitement as
they hang out at the house.
Keeping the legacy alive since 1989
tayout Design: Luis Hernandez
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Chi psi
1995-96 Members
Jim Anderson Sasha Dulski Patrick Mc Tigue*
Kenneth Anderson Nat Eberle Drew McGuire
Seth Atkinson* William Green Michael Palmer*
Owen Barron Eric Frantzen Felipe Pinzon
John Boxer Charles Freeman Kelly Robinson
Thomas Brown Daniel Hall Chris Shields
Kevin Chambers Stash Karandanis Nathan Sugar*
Adam Chilvers* Jon Kazanjian Jacob Voigt
Timothy Clayton Stig Knutsen Bolko Von Der Schulenberg
Richard Corbin Anthony Konkol Clinton Wade*
John Cotsalas Adam Kutner Dan Weinsberg*
Joe D' Alton Frode Loftesnes
Nicholas Dambrie* Jonathan Lynch *1995-96 Pledge
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AUCTION PARTY
Cherie Hansen and
Kelly Robinson take
a break from the
hysteria of the
pledge auction.
I DIDN'T DO IT!
Cato Anderson is
clearly innocent of
any wrongdoing at
Hooker Hall.
Layout Design: Luis Hernandez
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FOR SALE
Felipe Pinzon, Adam Chilvers
and friend, DeAnne Wingate,
pose for a picture at the annual
pledge auction.
CUT LOOSE
Brothers relax at a Chi Psi party.
They enjoyed formals, socials
during spring, and partying at
the house.
INDIVIDUALS
Chi Psi is made up of unique
individuals, like Tommy
Brown.
Chi Psi
History
After its founding on May chapter, along with 29 other
20, 1841 at Union College active chapters throughout
in Schenectady, New York, the United States, has
Chi Psi has managed to be- brought a unique environ-
come a distinguishable ment to campus where
group of men that strive for members develop a sense of
the common goal of excel- unity and brotherhood,
lence. The Alpha Mu Delta
PHILANTHROPHY
Chi Psi held a benefit party members continued to con-
fer the United Way at the
Croc Club this past fall. The
party, which was a major
success, attracted many stu-
dents and raised a substan-
tial amount of money for
charitable purposes. Other
suit students at the Writing
Center, while one brother,
Tony Konkol, was one of two
students selected to teach En-
glish in Okinawa, Japan
through the new Rollins-
Okinawa exchange program.
Social Events
Throughout the year, Chi
Psi organized successful
parties on and off campus.
They threw the United Way
Benefit party, 70's Bash,
and the Block party with
Kappa Kappa Gamma and
ROC. Chi Psi also had
Christmas and Spring
formals.
Famous Chi Psis
Eddie Albert (Television/Film Actor)
Jerry Mathers (Television Actor: "Leave It To Beaver")
Prince Albert of Monaco
Keeping the legacy alive since 1977
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END IN STYLE
John Boxer, Kelly Robinson, Tony Konkol,
Charlie Freeman and friends celebrate the
graduation of some Chi Psi brothers.
PARTY WITH A PURPOSE
Chi Psi president Nat Eberle and girlfriend
Jen Crider share time together at Chi Psi's
annual United Way Benefit Party.
HANGIN 1 OUT
Chi Psi brothers join with a friend to take a
picture at one of their parties.
HOLIDAY FORMAL
Sophomore Owen Barron gathers with some
of his Chi Psi brothers at their Christmas party.
Layout Design: Luis Hernandez
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Phi delta Theta
Jim Alverson
Dan Book
Gavin Borden
Chris Boudreau
Todd Cavaluzzi*
Rob Culnen*
Michael Dewar
Peter Dietrich*
Christopher Dunn
John Elser*
Matt Friedman
1995-96 Members
Patrick Gay
Doug Giles
Mike Isaac
Charles Kibort
John Lipman*
Les McCord
John-David McDonnell
Ryan Metivier*
Alexander Noble*
Jamie Quinn
Jimmy Ritman
Peter Rosato
Andrew Snow*
John Stack
Patrick Sullivan
Dave Thomas
Jefferson Vanderzee
Nishan Vartanian
John Vietmeyer*
Scott Wade
Patrick Wilhelm*
John Wulbern
* 1995-96 Pledge
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WINTER FORMAL
Phi Delta Theta's
annual holiday formal
was a night full of
memories for the
brothers.
IN THE SPIRIT
Nishan Vartanian,
Michael Dewar, Chip
Kibort, & Pat Gay
attend Kappa's spring
formal.
SPRING BREAK
James Quinn, Jimmy Ritman and
Bo Wulbern enjoy a relaxing week
in St. Maarten. Spring Break is a
perfect time to recuperate for the
remainder of the spring semester.
DRESS YOU UP
Chris Boudreau, & Batman (brother
in disguise), dressed up as their
favorite characters for Phi Delt's
Halloween party.
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PHI DELTA THETA
History
Founded on December Found in the halls of Rex
26, 1848 at Miami Univer-
sity in Oxford, Ohio, Phi
Delta Theta has becomed
one of the largest fraterni-
ties in the United States. In
1934, the Florida Beta
chapter made its debut on
the Rollins campus.
Beach Hall, Phi Delts have
been able to live by the
principles on which the fra-
ternity was founded.
Known for their suits and
ties, Phi Delta Theta have
proven to be true gentle-
men.
PHILANTHROPHY
This year, Phi Delta Theta went to the American
committed its time in sev-
eral community service
activities. One ofthem was
a charity golf tournament
that brought other Greek
groups together for an im-
portant cause. The funds
Social
The brothers of Phi Delta
Theta kept busy on cam-
pus by hosting several so-
cial activities on campus.
Some popular parties in-
clude Purple Jesus, and
Famous
Cancer Society. Phi Delt's
also worked in the local
soup kitchen. Many also
volunteered at a local
children's center, lending a
hand whenever they can.
Events
their Christmas formal. Phi
Delt's also had and annual
Spring Weekend at Indian
River Plantation. Men's rush
also allowed many Phi Delts
to socialize with rushees.
PHI DELTS
Neil Armstrong (First man on the moon)
Roger Ebert (Film Critic)
DRESSED TO KILL
The Brothers of Phi
Delt often attended
the formals of some
sororities on campus
like this "Black and
Blue" formal.
IN THE OCEAN
These brothers spend
their free time out in
the Atlantic ocean
enjoying the beautiful
weather.
Keeping the legacy alive since 1934
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Sigma Phi Epsilon
Samuel Adams
Andrew Adler*
John Baldwin
Sazan Bardha*
Lance Cashion
Seth Charde
Douglas Corrigan
Ryan Cunningham*
Michael Davidson
Matthew Dzurec
Guy Eldredge
Matt Fierce
William Fiordalis
Christian Foster
Jim Franzen
Jason Gall
Ian Garlic
1995-96 Members
Tim Graff
Gil Grandbois
Christopher Gray*
Pace Halter
Tim Hunt
Charlie Hutcherson
Jeremy Jewell
Patrick Kirchner*
Neil Kohnke
Carter Lamberson
Daniel Levy*
Owen Maginn*
Erich Neumann*
Andy O'Connor
Tom O'Loughlin*
Matt Pistone
Doug Richards
Joshua Roberts*
Greg Romagnoli
Ian Schmoyer*
Aaron Schwartz
Pete Sheldon
Matt Shreves
Wesley Sorenson
Adam Steinbauer
Chad Stone
Fred Toettcher
Jared Washowitz
Patrick Willis
Chad Yeager
Doug Zabel
"7995-96 Pledge
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SAIL AWAY
Lance
Cashion and
Jason Call
wait for fish
to bite .
DESTINATION: NOWHERE
Ian Garlic, Pete Sheldon,
Chad Stone, and Guy
Eldreclge embark on a
canoeing journey to an
unknown destination.
TIME TO REMEMBER
The Brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon bond with the Reverend
John Langfitt, while reminiscing
over the year gone by.
WHAT A IOKER!
Matt Fierce shows us a new
way to use straws while Andy
Burns chats on.
Layout Design: Luis Hernandez
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HANGIN' OUT
These brothers get together to
take a picture during a sunny
summer day.
BEWARE!
The brothers of Sig Ep welcome
visitors to Chase Hall.
3
NO GOLF, NO. GLORY
Josh Roberts, Ian Schmoyer,
Chad Stone, and John Baldwin
spend the day playing golf.
Sigma phi Epsilon
History
Founded on November 1,
1901 at the University of
Richmond
,
Virginia, Sigma
Phi Epsilon has become one
of the largest and strongest
fraternities in the United
States. In 1967, the Florida
Eta chapter came into exis-
tence on our campus. Since
then, the brothers of Sigma
Phi Epsilon have continued
the founding traditions of
the fraternity. Chase Hall
has been the center of activ-
ity for many years.
PHILANTHROPHY
The brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon have been active in
our community by partici-
pating in the daily bread.
Also, the brothers hosted a
Greek wide golf tourna-
ment, with proceeds going
to the American Cancer soc-
iety. Sigma Phi Epsilon also
took part in the annual Win-
ter Park Festival by volun-
teering during the weekend.
The fraternity has also been
actively involved in the Hal-
loween Howl festival every
year.
SOCIAL EVENTS
held on the Sandspur Field.
Sigma Phi Epsilon also had
a formal during the school
year.
Sigma Phi Epsilon has an
annual party called "Mind
Funk.," which is always a
success. This year, the fra-
ternity sponsored the Super
Tyrone concert that was
Famous Sig Eps
Carroll O'Connor (Television/Film Actor: "All in the Family")
Dr. Seuss (Children's Author)
Keeping the legacy alive since 1967
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READY TO WIN
Seniors Guy Eldridge, Bill Fiordalis,
Doug Corrigan, and Christian Foster
join other Greeks in the "longest day of
golf." These brothers were not playing
just for fun; the money they raised
went to a good cause.
CRAZY HALLOWEEN
These Sigma Phi Epsilon
brothers get ready for
another crazy halloween
celebration at Chase Hall.
FUN IN THE SUN
Brothers Matt Fierce and
Tim Hunt enjoy the break
from school during Fox
Day.
FINAL DAYS
Senior Bill Fiordalis makes
a face as he prepares for his
last final exam in his
college career.
Layout Design: Luis Hernandez
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Tau Kappa Epsilon
1995-96 Members
David Alberga*
John Albright
Chris Allen
Gabriel Baranda*
Carlos Bazbaz*
Todd Benderson
Chris Boynton*
Jeff Breunig*
Marc Consalo
Greg Corrin
Ryan Curran
Octavio De la Sobera*
John Dick
Charles Eder*
Carlos Espasas*
Ian Eule*
Robert Fansler
Todd Norton
Jonathan Olgeirson*
Adam Gerry
Eric Gould*
Rob Haralson
Brian Harper*
Wells Hawks
Patrick Head
Creighton Knight
Peter Kramer
Tyson LeMonte
Toli Pasakiolis
Matt Pfohl
Christian Poleshek
Mark Rowe
Douglas Satzman
Brian Snipes
Paul Theriault*
Jonathan Titone*
John Tucker
Brian McCarthy* Trenton Ware
Dean McClearn* Ford Wilkinson
Lance Miller
J.P. Mueller * 7 995-96 Pledge
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WILD THING
END OF THE ROAD John Tucker, Jodi
Seniors Doug Satzman, Cohen, and Doug
Ford Wilkinson, Rob Satzman show their
Harralson, and John wild sides as they
Tucker celebrate the end "crash back to da
of the year. 80's.'
WEEKEND WARRIORS
Inordertomake rush more original
and less stressful, both brothers
and rushees went on a paintball
adventure excursion.
WAIT TIL 1 MY MOM SEES THIS
Senior Pat Head is easy to pick
out of the crowd, especially
when wearing these pair of
shorts.
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Tau Kappa Epsilon
History
The Zeta Pi chapter of Tau
Kappa Epsilon has been an
active fraternity on campus
since 1959. The values of
Tau Kappa Epsilon, which
was founded at Illinois
Wesleyan University on
January 10, 1899 continue
on our campus. The
brothers of TKE celebrate
their traditions on the Tau
Kappa Epsilon floor in
Elizabeth Hall. Down on the
floor, brotherhood and the
bonds created will always
last a lifetime.
PHILANTHROPHY
Many TKEs took time from
class to volunteer at several
area soup kitchens. Several
members also took time to
volunteer in Habitat for Hu-
manity projects in the Win-
ter Park area and in the Do-
minican Republic. In addi-
SOCIAL
TKE held several theme
parties in the fall. Some of
the themes which included
Crash back to the Eighties,
Lynch party, the first annual
pajama party, and the Pimp
Famous
tion TKE adopted a high-
way, volunteered at the
Daily Bread, hosted the
TKE/Xn Sexual Assault
Awareness Benefit, and
took part in Halloween
Howl. TKE received the
1996 Public Service Award
EVENTS
and Prostitute party. TKE
held its fall formal at
Longboat Key. TKE's were
also known for their popular
wine-tasting parties, held in
both the fall and spring.
TKES
Fred Dryer (Ex-Football Player/Television Actor: "Hunter")
Elvis Presley (Singer/Film Actor)
Ronald Reagan (42nd President of the United States)
Keeping the legacy alive since 1959
KNOW LIMITS
Jeff Breunig, Chris Allen and
one of their dates hang out at
a party on the TKE floor.
IN IAIL WITHOUT THE BAIL
Rob Haralson and Doug
Satzman get thrown "in jail"
with hopes of getting bailed
out.
ON THE TOWN
Lance Miller and Mark
Consalo enjoy hitting the bars
on Park Avenue on weekends.
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x-club
1995-96 Members
Nick Berens Brett Kittle John Sanzo
Thomas Birkman Greg Knezevich* Eric Schultz*
Chris Crowley Hamilton Krans Guy Staniar
Christopher Eckert* Christopher Maltby* Edwin Stanton
Stephen Haycock Jeremy O'Day* Chapman Stewart
Pat Higgins Joseph O'Grady* James Thatcher*
Carlos Iraola* Ian Perry* Mike Todorovitch
Greg Johnston Lawrence Rowland Albert Walter*
Damien Kaali-nagy Page Sands Daniel Zollenberg
* 7 995-96 New Member
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TRICK OR TREAT
Gary Falcone & Chris
Crowley get in the spirit
of things at X-Club's
annual Halloween party.
READY TO ROLL
Tommy Birkman and
Brett Kittle are ready
to hit the town on a
weekend evening.
V9
CUT OFF
The brothers of X-
Club discovered
their limits while
partying late night.
Damien Kaali-nagy, J.C. Conlin, & Ed "Lover"
Stanton spend some of their free time just
having fun. Many X-Clubers spend their
days cooking out and playing horseshoes.
Layout Design: Luis Hernandez
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IUST FOR FUN
Jimbo Crap, Pat Higgins,
Benniehanna and Crowley relax
at a X-CLUB halloween party.
KICK BACK
These brothers take a lunch
break at the student center
during a busy school day.
X
X-CLUB
History
Established in 1929, X-Club mon among national frater-
is the oldest fraternity on
campus and is the oldest lo-
cal fraternity in the United
States. Unlike many other
fraternities, X-Clubbers are
not subject to social or finan-
cial restrictions that are com-
nities. The members strive
to keep their traditions alive
on our campus. X-Clubis
definately a unique frater-
nity within the Rollins'
Greek system.
PHILANTHROPHY
X-Club stayed involved for a semester, while yet
with the community in sev-
eral ways. They volun-
teered for the American
Cancer Society and for the
Central Florida Children's
Home. Some Clubbers
studied abroad in Australia
another participated in the
schools theatre
productions. Some also
took time to participate in
other community service
projects in the Orlando area.
Social Events
X-Club members liked host-
ing social events on and off
campus. Some of their par-
ties included the Halloween
Bash at the Croc Club, the
X-Club/KKG Bahama
Mama, Casino Night at the
Park Avenue Grill, and
Reggae Night at Pugsley
Hall.
ALL IN BLACK
Dressed in black, Chris Crowley
makes an intimidating face for
the camera.
Famous X-Clubbers
Fred Rogers
(Childrens Personality & Rollins Alumni: "Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood")
Keeping the legacy alive since 1929
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DRESS YOU UP
These three brothers are dressed as famous
people for an X-CLUB party.
ALL SMILES
An X-CLUB brother takes a moment to give
a smile for the camera.
IN DISGUISE
X-CLUB members, such as this one, share
good fun at the Halloween party.
Halloween provided an occasion to dress
up in costume and throw a great party.
DOWN UNDER
Pat Higgins hangs out while spending a semester
abroad in Australia.
M
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J-term
Community Service
concerts Sen & Jerry
The year was filled with a lot of different events
ranging from the debate on J-term to
keeping or returning the Okinawan statue.
We heard Ben and Jerry speak.
Many of our athletic teams were finalists in their
division and even nationally.
We had a mariachi band play at the Fox Day picnic
Many students participated in community service projects.
We had our first Wellness Challenge.
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Cpaniicip-ateA- in-
ommencement 1996
The 1 1 1th graduating
class of the college received
their diplomas on Sunday,
May 26 in the Enyart Alumni
Field House.
W. D. (Bill) Frederick,
Jr., Chairman of the Board
of Trustees, called the
convocation. The invocation
was presented by Reverend
Patrick J. Powers, Dean of
(cont. on page 216)
Marilou
Lao is all
smiles as
she
shows
off her
hard-
earned
diploma.
Gradua-
tion day
is a
happy
one for
all
seniors
who
receive
degrees.
Alyssa Hart celebrates her gradu-
ation day with her family, who
came from Aruba.
214^ Commencement
Graduate Mimi Tran receives roses
from a relative after the ceremony
is over.
Commencement "v- 2 1 5
cJloO- A/Im VfoZM.
aaae tAe Vcdedlcimy AddneAA-
cm May 26
commencement 1996
the Knowles Memorial
Chapel and Chaplain to the
College.
Robert H. Atwell,
President of the American
Council on Education,
presented the commence-
ment address.
Hao Nhu Tran gave
the valedictory address.
Dean of Student Aff-
(cont. on page 218)
Kenny
Bonnett
and Tim
Kehrig
pose as
"intellec-
tuals"
after
gradua-
tion.
Alyssa
Hart,
Cybil
McKenzy
and
Suzy
Wong
smile for
the
camera
with a
friend
after the
gradua-
tion
cer-
emony.
These three friends graduate to-
gether. All three were active in the
theatre department.
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Beppy Landrum and Daniela
Brenha shed their caps and gowns
after the ceremony to celebrate.
President Bornstein poses with
Alyssa Hart and mother Justine
and father Oscar.
Commencement -0-217
mm
Qtyctduat&i and aue^ti
attend teaepttxm
at C&mell Patio-
c
alte/i
ommencement 1996
Tony
Konkol
and
President
Rita
Bornstein
pose
with the
Okinawa
Delega-
tion after
the
gradua-
tion
cer-
emony is
over.
-airs Steven S. Neilson
presented the honors.
President Rita Born-
stein conferred the degrees.
The benediction was
given by Reverend John R.
Langfitt, Assistant Dean of
the Knowles Memorial
Chapel.
A reception was held
at the Cornell Fine Arts
Museum Patio.
Friends
Marilou
Lao and
Marni
Lebowitz
hug to
celebrate
the day.
f
Jennifer Crawford, President
Bornstein and Kelly Klesius pose
for the camera.
m
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With caps but no gowns, Christian
Foster and Kimberly Ketchow cel-
ebrate together.
Alex Blake is happy to share his
graduation day with his parents.
Good friends Alyssa Hart and Suzy
Wong share graduation day.
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SAMUEL GEORGE ADAMS
1601 THE TERRACES
BALTIMORE, MD 21209
CARYN NEILEY ADDABBO
6102 CHES COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32819
EDWARD ALICEA
5461 LAKE MARGARET DRIVE, NUMBER E
ORLANDO, FL 32812
AMANDA LEE ANSTINE
BOX 101,RD 6
YORK, PA 17404
CHRISTOPHER DEREK ARDEN
710 LAGOON ROAD
VERO BEACH, FL 32963
NIKOLAS MICHAEL ARTHUR-WONG
4233 N. ECONLOCKHATCHEE TRAIL
ORLANDO, FL 32817
STEPHEN MICHAEL ARTHUR-WONG
4233 N. ECONLOCKHATCHEE TRAIL
ORLANDO, FL 32817
KRISTINA WILLOW AYERS
1374 ORCHID AVENUE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
B
JENNIFER LEE BANNON
110 PINE COURT
OLDSMAR, FL 34677
ALBERT CHRISTIAN BASEL
7825 COUNTY DOWN COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32822
HOLLY JANE BASSETT
86 RUMSON ROAD
RUMSON, NJ 07760
LISA CARLOTTA BASURTO
845 NE 79TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33138
AARON GARNET BEAN
POST OFFICE BOX 498
FINKSBURG, MD 21048
PETER LOCKWOOD BEHRINGER
974 HATCH STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45202
HERB LESTER BENNETT
6503 BLANCHE COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32818
SEVERINE ROSE BENNETT
10363 HOPMAN COURT
LARGO, FL 34647
KRISTEN ELISE BERGQUIST
10014 VINEYARD LAKE ROAD EAST
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32256
KATIE BROOKE BERMAN
128 BELLINGHAM ROAD
BROOKLINE, MA 02167
SHARON BEVILLE
213 KINGSWAY DRIVE
TEMPLE TERRACE, FL 33617
BRETT SETH BEVITZ
1851 BEAR CREEK COVE
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
KARA MICHELLE BIRBROWER
19 FOX RUN ROAD
CROTON, NY 10520
MICHELE RENEE BISHOP
30467 TURTLE CREEK
FARMINGTON HILLS, MI 48331
ALEXANDER JOHN BLAKE
7801 LOS PINOS BOULEVARD
CORAL GABLES, FL 33143
KENNETH RAYMOND BONNETT, JR.
2932 PORTSMOUTH STREET
DELTONA, FL 32738
JOHN THOMAS BOXER
4 TINYS WAY
PROVINCETOWN, MA 02657
SHELLEY LYNN BOYER
1 MELDON LANE
RUXTON, MD 21204
JO ANNA MARGARET BOYLAN
1253 CLIMBING ROSE DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32818
RACHEL ANNE BRACKEN
335 E. 6TH AVENUE
WINDERMERE, FL 34786-3515
DANIELA BRENHA
W. DE ABREU RUA MACEDO SOBRINHO
38/702 - RIO DE JANEIRO
BRAZIL 22281
ELIZABETH BOWMAN BROADRUP
5621 WEST BONANZA DRIVE
BEVERLY HILLS, FL 34465
HEATHER ANN BROMAN
978 VINERIDGE RUN, 17-107
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS FL 32714
ABIGALE JUNE BROWN
35201 SILVER OAK DRIVE
LEESBURG, FL 34788
VIBECKE BU
GRAKAMVEIEN 15 0389
OSLO 3 NORWAY
DIANE RENEE BUNDSCHU
2ND AND BEACH AVENUE
CAPE MAY, NJ 08204
c
ROBERT KERR CAMERON
BELLE VUE MONT SOHIER
ST. BRELADE, ISLE OF JERSEY
JE3 8EA CHANNEL ISLANDS
UNITED KINGDOM
CRAIG THOMAS CAMPBELL
909 CRESTWOOD LANE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
THOMAS SCOTT CAMPBELL
P.O. BOX 678393
ORLANDO, FL 32867
SCOTT PHILLIP CARLTON
2825 S. CATALINA CIRCLE
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65804
GERALDINE DAWN CARROLL
CONDOMINIUM LAGUNA GARDENS V,
APTARTMENT #4K
CAROLINA, PR 00979
LEIGH ANNE CARTER
16505 SOUTHWEST 74TH COURT
MIAMI, FL 33157
ALEJANDRO CASTRO
363 BAYWEST NEIGHBORS CIRCLE
ORLANDO, FL 32811
THOMAS ROTH CAVANAUGH
3237 ROCKINGHAM DRIVE N. W.
ATLANTA, GA 30327
KEVIN FRANCIS CHAMBERS, JR.
146 PAQUAWKET PATH
GROTON MA 01450
WILLIAM ELLIOTT CHEN
1401 SILVER OAK STREET
AVON PARK, FL 33825
ROBYN ANN CHEWNING
1821 STONE STREET
OVIEDO, FL 32765
LORI ANN CHILD
540 DOMMERICH DRIVE
MAITLAND, FL 32751
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MELANIE ANNE CHILES
746 CENTER STREET
PEMBROKE, MA 02359
GINNA LYNN CHRISTENSEN
P.O. BOX 849
BERMUDA RUN, NC 27006
FREDERICK DAVID CHURBUCKJR.
P.O. BOX 50545
LIGHTHOUSE POINT, FL 33074
MARICHELLE LILIAN CINIGLIO
POST OFFICE BOX 55-0557
ESTAFETA PAITILLA PANAMA
REPUBLIC OF PANAMA
VALERIE KARIN CLORAN
79 COLLEGE POND ROAD
PLYMOUTH, MA 02360
PAUL EUGENE CONKLIN
234 ISLAND CREEK DRIVE
VERO BEACH, FL 32963
SEAN PATRICK CONNOLLY
4 IDA LANE
EAST SANDWICH, MA 02537
MARC ANTHONY CONSALO
105 16TH AVENUE
VERO BEACH, FL 32962
DONNA MARIE DE LUCA
931 LAKESIDE DRIVE
APOPKA, FL 32712
NICOLE MARIE DE PALMA
3302 HAMLET LOOP
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
TARA ANNE DEMETRIADES
501 NORTH ORLANDO AVENUE
APARTMENT #313-335
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
CHERYL LYN DEUTSCH
8513 SOUTHWEST 144 COURT
MIAMI, FL 33183
ALISA DANELL DI FRANCO
175 SHERWOOD DRIVE
TORRINGTON CT 06790
FRANK JOSEPH DI GIOVANNI
4773 HUNTERS RUN
SARASOTA, FL 34241
NANCY ANNETTE DISHER
2340-A FRANK STREET
PENSACOLA, FL 32514
VAIL DUGGAN
2216 CORTELYOU ROAD
CHARLOTTE, NC 28211
BARBARA DESIREE FELLER
CHUNGENTOBELWEG 5
WOLLERAU, 8832
SWITZERLAND
JENNIFER CONNOLLY FINN
3917 OLENTANGY RIVER ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43214
MATTHEW ANTHONY FINN
3605 CONWAY GARDENS ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32806
WILLIAM FIORDALIS
13540 LEDGEBROOK LANE
CHAGRIN FALLS, OH 44022
COLLEEN MARIE FLEHARTY
37758 DEVOE
MT. CLEMENS, MI 48043
CHRISTIAN CAMBRIDGE FOSTER
253 WELLMAN AVENUE
NORTH CHELMSFORD, MA 01863
CHARLES YOE FREEMAN IV
2527 STONEBRIDGE
NORTHBROOK IL 60062
CYNTHIA SUZANNE FRIDLICH-BOESEL
5175 HIDDEN SPRINGS BOULEVARD
ORLANDO, FL 32819
MELISSA ANN COOK
7850 E. GULF TO LAKE HIGHWAY
INVERNESS, FL 32650
CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL DUNN
535 BOUNDARY STREET
SEWICKLEY, PA 15143
DOUGLAS DARREN CORRIGAN
POST OFFICE BOX 14
CUTCHOGUE, NY 11935
GREG DANIEL CORRIN
ROUTE 2, BOX 180
BRYANT POND, ME 04219
MARY JENNIFER CRAWFORD
1809 WIND WILLOW ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32809
CHRISTOPHER JAMES CROWLEY
280 JOHN'S ISLAND DRIVE
VERO BEACH, FL 32963
MARY-CAROLINE CRUSE
3615 DEL MONTE
HOUSTON, TX 77019
D
JOSEPH VINCENT D'ANNA
1368 HIBISCUS AVENUE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
JEFFREY SCOTT DATTILO
2186 KENT AVENUE NORTHEAST
CLEARWATER, FL 34624
MICHAEL JAMES DAVIDSON
POST OFFICE BOX 136
MINERAL SPRINGS ROAD
CORNWALL, NY 12518
JEFFREY DEAN DAVISON
2581 BRAMPTON COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32817
MATTHEW ERIN DZUREC
27804 OSBORN ROAD
BAY VILLAGE, OH 44140
SARAH KIMBERLY EILAND-BRAUN
547 BROOKWOOD LANE
MAITLAND, FL 32751
AMY ELIZABETH EISINGER
7309 MASTERS DRIVE
POTOMAC, MD 20854
GUY ELDREDGE
777 OCEAN BOULEVARD
RYE, NH 03870
NANCY LOUISE ENGLE
11 MADEIRA AVENUE
ORLANDO FL 32825
JASON EDWARD GALL
111 GANNESTON DRIVE
AUGUSTA, ME 04330
JENNIFER GRACE GARCIA
10 HARBOR POINT
KEY BISCAYNE, FL 33149
HEATHER JEAN GARRETT
6600-9 NORTH 121 ST AVENUE
LARGO, FL 34643
THOMAS OLE EVINRUDE
380 GOLFBROOK CIRCLE, APT.
LONGWOOD FL 32779
EILEEN MEGHAN FAIX
FOX VIEW
504 CARLA DRIVE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15238
ANTHONY JOSEPH FASULO
5 THOMAS DRIVE
SCARBOROUGH, ME 04074
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HAROLD GARRIDO
2060 NORTHEAST 56TH STREET
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33308
GUILLERMO ARTURO GONZALEZ
429 EAST GRANT STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
ELIZABETH KENDALL GOODIER
10 RICHMOND PLACE
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70115
BYRON INGERSOLL GOSS
P.O. BOX 847
MARATHON, FL 33050
JENIFER REBECCA GOSSETT
211 STRATFORD WAY
SIGNAL MOUNTAIN, TN 37377
WILLIAM JOHN GREEN
16 MILAN AVENUE
WOBURN, MA 01801
ANDREA FIELDS GREGG
101 RADNEY ROAD
HOUSTON, TX 77024
H
BRIDGET GAYLE HALLMAN
REMSENS LANE
OYSTER BAY, NY 11771
JOCELYN KAYTE HAMILTON
46 BUCKSKIN LANE
STRATFORD, CT 06497
ELIZABETH BROOKE HAMMERLING
7 STERLING ROAD
HARRISON, NY 10528
REBECCA LEE HAMMOCK
539 ALPINE STREET
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
DAVID ALAN HANCOCK
8320 SOUTHWEST 63RD PLACE
MIAMI, FL 33143
CHERIE LEE HANSEN
19 GREENSVIEW DRIVE
SHERWOOD, PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
CANADA C1A6C3
SHIRLEY ANN HAPPEL
6101 DEACON DRIVE
WINDERMERE, FL 32876
ROBERT HATTON HARALSON
1203 SOUTH HERITAGE DRIVE
MARYVILLE, TN 37801
ALISA VERDELLE HARDY
58 PITTS BAY ROAD
PEMBROKE, BERMUDA HM06
JENNIFER ELAINE HARRIS
4462 MASEFIELD STREET
PORT SAINT LUCIE, FL 34953
ALYSSA ROSE HART
ZEPP LAMPESTRAAT NO. 2
ORANJESTAD, ARUBA
DUTCH CARIBBEAN
MARK THOMAS HATCH
5411 E. STATE STREET, APT. #3
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
APRIL ELIZABETH HAUSFELD
6028 SQUIRRELWOOD DRIVE
CINCINNATI, OH 45247
DAPHNE VIRGINIA HAWKINS
204 OCEAN DRIVE
TAVERNIER, FL 33070
BRIDGET RENEE HAWLEY
8477 CLEMATIS LANE
ORLANDO, FL 32819
STEPHEN MILES HAYCOCK
WHITBY
BAILEYS BAY, BERMUDA CR04
KIMBERLY CAROLE HENDERSON
2817 TUPELO COURT
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
EDWIN HENDRIKSEN
3 ORANJE NASSAULAAN
3708 GA ZEIST
THE NETHERLANDS
JOHN EDWARD HERNANDEZ
7047 CITRUS POINT COURT
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
MERCEDES ANGELA HERRERA
4436 YACHTMANS STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32812
EMILY ROSE HERSH
96 FLAGG HILL ROAD
BOXBOROUGH, MA 01719
LESLIE GRACE HICKEY
803 EAST DRIVE
DANVILLE, KY 40422
PATRICK DOUGLAS HIGGINS
POST OFFICE BOX 516
WATERVILLE VALLEY, NH 03215-0516
ALISON KATHLEEN HILLEGEIST
5305 AUGUSTA STREET
BETHESDA, MD 20816
STACY ANN HOITSMA
17 ANDREA DRIVE
NORTH CALDWELL, NJ 07006
EDWARD MORRIS HOLT
1105 TIARA CIRCLE
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35226
SARAH LAURENCE HUIN
2600 CHESTNUT RIDGE CHR. ROAD
EFLAND, NC 27243
RYAN SCOTT HULL
7135 VALLEY VIEW DRIVE
GLADSTONE, OR 97027
JAMIE MICHELLE JENNINGS
1626 SOUTHEAST 2ND STREET
CAPE CORAL, FL 33990
JESSICA YOUNG JENSEN
2135 BROADMOOR DRIVE EAST
SEATTLE, WA 98112
CRAIG WARREN JOHNSON
1690 WINGSPAN WAY
WINTER SPRINGS, FL 32708
K
DAMIEN ALEXANDER KAALI-NAGY
289 OENOKE RIDGE ROAD
NEW CANAAN, CT 06840
ISABEL ASTRID KALPAKIAN
6090 N.W. MARINE DRIVE
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA
CANADA V6T 1A5
J
CATHERINE ANNE JENNINGS
3307 HANOVER
DALLAS. TX 75225
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JON KAZANJIAN
2500 MYSTIC VALLEY PARKWAY
APARTMENT #403
MEDFORD, MA 02155
TIMOTHY WILLIAM KEHRIG
6 SANDPOINT CIRCLE
ORMOND BEACH, FL 32174-91 13
DANIEL FRANCIS KEMPINGER
8722 NORTHWEST 47TH DRIVE
CORAL SPRINGS, FL 33067
KIMBERLY ANN KETCHOW
259 PORTLAND ROAD
ATLANTIC HIGHLANDS, NJ 07716
BRETT DOUGLAS KITTLE
1795 ARLINGTON AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43212
KELLY ANN KLESIUS
2910 ALTON DRIVE
SAINT PETERSBURG BEACH, FL 33706
CREIGHTON NICHOLAS KNIGHT
122 RAINTREE COURT
AUBURNDALE, FL 33823
DANA LYNN KOBOSKY
2198 WEKIVA OAKS DRIVE
APOPKA, FL 32703
ANTHONY JOSEPH KONKOL III
689 DUNBAR TERRACE
CRETE, IL 60417
L
KELLY ANNE LA GRECA
917 DONATION DRIVE
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23455
KIMBERLY ANN LAFFERTY
2901 MIDDLESEX ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32803
MELISSA JANE LAGOD
ROUTE 5, BOX 178
SUTTON ROAD
BARRINGTON, IL 60010
BEPPY LYNN LANDRUM
2949 SW CORNELL AVENUE
PALM CITY, FL 34990
DEREK MATTHEW LANDRY
1962 PORTAGE LANDING NORTH
NORTH PALM BEACH, FL 33408
JENNY REBECCA LANE
115 SKYLINE BOULEVARD
SATELLITE BEACH, FL 32937
MARIA LOURDES CLARIN LAO
1255 MARIAN COURT
ALLIANCE, OH 44601
TRACY JOE LAPP
534 FAIRFAX AVENUE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
CARLA VALERIE LAURENCE
3307 LAMBERT PLACE
CINCINNATI, OH 45208
WILLIAM WARD LAWRENCE
607 CRESSBROOK DRIVE
LOUISVILLE, KY 40206
MARNI LEBOWITZ
9071 BAYWOOD PARK DRIVE
SEMINOLE, FL 34647
GREGORY LENNON
13 GEORGE STREET, APT. #2
FRAMINGHAM, MA 01701
PETER DANIEL LEOPARDI
106 JACOBS CREEK ROAD
TRENTON, NJ 08628
LAURIE-ANN LEVY
416 RIDGEWAY
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10605
MATTHEW HALLEM LEVY
92 LONDONDERRY DRIVE
GREENWICH, CT 06830
CARY HARMAN LEWIS
135 SEAVIEW AVENUE
PALM BEACH, FL 33480
LARA JANE LINBERGER
8988 LAKE CHARITY DRIVE
MAITLAND, FL 32751
MAURICE SIMPSON LINTON III
1631 FRANCES DRIVE
APOPKA, FL 32703
MARIBEL LOPEZ-GUTIERREZ
7366 LAZY HILL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32818
M
ANTJE CHRISTINA MARCANTONIO
25-31 PAINTER COURT
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
FRANK MARMOLEJOS
900 WEST 190TH STREET
APARTMENT 6 A
NEW YORK, NY 10040
JENNIFER DESIREE MARTIN
5139 CAROL DRIVE
WESLEY CHAPEL, FL 33543
WILLIAM PATRICK MAURA
P.O. BOX SS-6136
NASSAU, BAHAMAS
HOLLY BETH MC CANNON
571 COUNTRY CLUB ROAD
AVON, CT 06001
MATHEW PATRICK MC CAULEY
3 BROADWAY COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32803
ERIN ALYSSA MC CORMACK
105 EAST GENESEE STREET
SKANEATELES, NY 13152
ELLEN MARGARET MC COY
1502 LYNHURST COURT
BRENTWOOD, TN 37027
SARAH GRAY MC GANN
4401 GULF SHORE BOULEVARD
APARTMENT #902
NAPLES, FL 33940
MICHAEL PATRICK MC KEE
1581 WILTSHIRE ROAD
AKRON, OH 44313
SYBIL LYNN MC KINZY
1832 PEARWOOD COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32818
KASRA MEDHAT
9 DEVONSHIRE DRIVE
OAK BROOK, IL 60521
ERIC TODD MELANSON
3526 MARCIA LANE
VERO BEACH, FL 32967
CLAIRE COSTON MELVIN
223 COUNTRY CLUB DRIVE
GREENVILLE, NC 27834
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ALMA GLORIA MIFFLIN
125 OAK STREET
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32714
MARGARET ANN MILES
192 FLAX TERRACE
JENSEN BEACH, FL 34957-4622
DARIO JUANZA MOORE
630 TUCKER STREET
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
ELIZABETH VIVIAN MOTT
827 LAMBERTS MILL ROAD
WESTFIELD, NJ 07090
PETER JOHN SPOHRER MOTT
73 LINCOLN STREET
PARIS, ME 04271
DANIEL BA MULLIGAN
POST OFFICE BOX 881
MAHOPAC, NY 10541
GREGORY RAYMOND MULLINS
1641 HULL CIRCLE
ORLANDO, FL 32806
ANNE PATRICIA MYERS
132 LAKE MARIAM ROAD S. E.
WINTER HAVEN, FL 33884
N
MICHAEL JOHN NELSON
5 PICKHILL ROAD UPPERMILL
OLDHAM OL3 6BN ENGLAND
UNITED KINGDOM
CHRISTINE GRACE NG-A-FOOK
516 NORTHWEST 104TH TERRACE
PLANTATION, FL 33324
UYEN THUC NGUY
2341 WOODLEAF COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32837
OGNEN NIKOLOVSKI
5267 LEXINGTON ROAD
MEMPHIS, TN 38120
KIMBERLY MICHELLE NIX
5459 FIELDGREEN DRIVE
STONE MOUNTAIN, GA 30088
TODD BAINBRIDGE NORTON
10 HILLBURY ROAD
ESSEX FELLS, NJ 07021
o
NICHOLAS OSGOOD O'REILLY
3140 INDIAN TRAIL
EUSTIS, FL 32726
KATE LOUISE OGDEN
2500 LEE ROAD, APT. #142
LAKESIDE MANOR
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
CARRIE LEE OLIVER
105 2ND STREET
RIVERTON, NJ 08077
SHELLIE ELIZABETH OLSZEWSKI
330 ROCKWELL CIRCLE
LAKE MARY, FL 32746
KATHRYN ANNE OTTAVIANI
464 BLUFFVIEW DRIVE
BELLEAIR BLUFFS, FL 34640
SHELLY DAWN OZARK
5400 65TH STREET
VERO BEACH, FL 32967
AMBER LEE PARSELL
6 LAMBOLL STREET
CHARLESTON, SC 29401
CATHERINE MARIE PARSONS
P.O. BOX 1001
CROSSVILLE, TN 38557-1001
SCOTT RICHARD PAYNE
4 CHATHAM CIRCLE
KANKAKEE, IL 60901
AARON ALBERT PEPE
RFD 5, BOX 400
WATERVILLE, ME 04901
AMY LYNN PERCY
22 CHASE STREET
AUBURN, NY 13021
RAFAEL ALFREDO PEREZ-TORRUELLA
510 1ST STREET
SAINT AUGUSTINE, FL 32095
MATTHEW MULLADY PFOHL
510 CLARENDON AVENUE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
KATHLEEN MARGARET PHELAN
6710 BREEZE WAY
ORLANDO, FL 32807
DAMIEN PAUL PICQUET
213 MOCKINGBIRD LANE
WINTER SPRINGS, FL 32708
HOLLY BETH POEHLMANN
1007 TARA DRIVE
WOODSTOCK, IL 60098
LESLIE PARSONS POOLE
4270 AUSTIN BOULEVARD
ISLAND PARK, NY 11558
ALISON LEE POWERS
8952 BAY COVE COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32819
PAIGE ELIZABETH PRENTISS
5006 SENECA DRIVE
DALLAS, TX 75209
PAMELA SAMANTHA PUSHKIN
248 ALEXANDER PALM ROAD
BOCA RATON, FL 33432
R
SONIE NARASU RAO
2319 TODFORTH WAY
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63131
JORDAN MATTHEW RAPPAPORT
371 LAKESIDE PLACE
HIGHLAND PARK, IL 60035
KIMBERLY RAE REED
44 SOUTH SEWALLS POINT ROAD
STUART, FL 34996
ROBERT JOSEPH REVERTER
14100 TAMIAMI TRAILL EAST, LOT 177
NAPLES, FL 33961-8452
ANTHONY JOSEPH RICH
14 LITTLE JOHN ROAD
STAMFORD, CT 06907
MELISSA NOELLE RITCHIE
274 CONCORD ROAD
LINCOLN, MA 01773
JOHN WILLIAM ROBERGE
4924 EASTMAN ROAD
MIDLAND, MI 48640
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MICHELLE LEE ROBERTS
3811 VILLAGE DRIVE
PANAMA CITY, FL 32401
JULIE DONAHEY SAUERS
460 CAPRI WAY NORTHEAST
SAINT PETERSBURG FL 33704
ALLISON ANN SNYDER
2 WEATHER SHORE
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, SC 29928
KELLY DOUGLAS ROBINSON
1302 PENINSULA DRIVE
TRAVERSE CITY, MI 49684
GINA ROMERO
157 CORAL REEF CIRCLE
KISSIMMEE, FL 34743
KATHLEEN ANN RONZI
1141 NORMINSTER END
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, MI 48302
IVONNE ROQUE
1130 POINTE NEWPORT TERRACE
APARTMENT #302
CASSELBERRY FL 32707
PETER ROSATOIV
2901 NATCHEZ LANE
MEMPHIS, TN 38111
ROBIN MARIE ROSE
4423 SOUTH KIRKMAN ROAD
APTARTMENT #101
ORLANDO, FL 32811
MIMS ROUSE
239 WEST 14TH STREET
APOPKA, FL 32703
RACHAEL MARIE RUDLOFF
3400 NORTH RIVERSIDE DRIVE
INDIALANTIC, FL 32903
AMY MARLENE SABATINO
1901 SPRINGVIEW COURT
FALLSTON, MD 21047
PASCALE TAMMIE SALOMON
79 WALNUT STREET, APT. # 1
SOMERUILLE, MA 02143
SERENA IRENE SAMSEL
ROLLINS COLLEGE
1000 HOLT AVENUE, BOX 2508
WINTER PARK FL 32789-4499
EVONNE SAMUELS
2740 U.K. CIRCLE
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
JACOBO VICENTE SAN ROMAN
ADELFAS 53 MONTEPRINCIPE
BOADILLA DEL MONTE
MADRID, SPAIN 28668
JOHN DOMINIC SANZO
7621 WOODPARK LANE, APT. #102
COLUMBIA, MD 21046
HEATHER ANN SAPEY
701 PAINTED BUNTING LANE
VERO BEACH, FL 32963
DOUGLAS BRIAN SATZMAN
7970 LOVE LANE
BOCA RATON, FL 33433
VANESSA ANNE SCHREIBER
1800 CHANDELLE COURT
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32124
GREGORY ELLIOT SELKOE
166 MOSS HILL ROAD
BOSTON, MA 02130
SHELBY LYNN SHAFFER
1110 MEADOW LAKE WAY, APT. #212
WINTER SPRINGS, FL 32707
SAMIR JOOST SHARMA
3554 WEST LAKE DRIVE
MARTINEZ, GA 30907
SHANNON ELIZABETH SHEA
425 F. W. HARTFORD DRIVE
PORTSMOUTH, NH 03801
HILARY DIANE SHELDON
3 REVERE ROAD
DARIEN, CT 06820
SHARON LEIGH SHEPHERDSON
424 NORTH SAINT ASAPH STREET
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314
JENNY SPRINGATE SHOWALTER
4511 NORTH LANDMARK DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32817
ANNE LORAINE SINK
14 LAUREL OAKS CIRCLE
ORMOND BEACH, FL 32174
ALEXANDER FREDERICK SKODNIK
4630 TIFFANY WOODS COURT
OVIEDO, FL 32765
CHRISTINE EDITH SMILARI
14 INNESS ROAD
TENAFLY, NJ 07670
MATTHEW HEYDEN SMITH
5493 LIBRARY ROAD, APT. #9
BETHEL PARK, PA 15102
ALLYSON MARNI SOLOMON-HOLLETT
9846 DAPHNE AVENUE
PALM BEACH GARDENS, FL 33410
WESLEY THEODORE SORENSON II
C/O 75 LOCUST STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06114
WENDY JOYCE SPEAKE
11075 OCEAN DRIVE
CULVER CITY, CA 90230
TINA MICHELLE SPEISMAN
11209 BROADGREEN DRIVE
POTOMAC, MD 20854
DEBRA NOELLE SPRINGER
12609 COMINO COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32837
JENNIFER LIZABETH STAMM
25 BEAR HILL ROAD
SHERBORN, MA 01770
KIMBERLY RENEE STANBRO
1043 ST. MARGARETS DRIVE
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
EDWIN MARTIN STANTON
555 BERKELEY AVENUE
SOUTH ORANGE, NJ 07079
NANCY ANNE STEGMILLER
2632 KENT ROAD
UPPER ARLINGTON, OH 43221
JOAN ANN STETSON
249 LIVE OAK LANE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32714
GARY ALAN STEWART
910 UPLAND ROAD
YORK, PA 17403
THERESA LORRAINE STOCKDREHER
323 HAZELNUT STREET
WINTER SPRINGS, FL 32708-4344
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ANGELA LYNN SUCICH
105 WHEATLAND COURT
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
ROBIN KIMBROUGH SUTLIFF
4347 HAWTHORNE STREET, N. W.
WASHINGTON, DC 20016
JOHN JOSEPH THIMM
4426 CALM WATER CTOURT
ORLANDO, FL 32817
ERIN ELIZABETH THOMAS
252 REDDING ROAD
REDDING, CT 06896
JENNIFER LYNN THOMPSON
POST OFFICE BOX N-1060
NASSAU, BAHAMAS
HAO NHU TRAN
4521 LORING PLACE
ORLANDO, FL 32812
KIET TUAN TRAN
1088 CORNELL LANE, APT. #10
ATLANTIC BEACH, FL 32233
LAUREL KATHRYN TRIPP
P O BOX 125
LA BELLE, FL 33935
NYREE ALYSE TRIPPTREE
5631 CACTUS CIRCLE
SPRING HILL, FL 34606
JOHN DAVID TUCKER
6124 STONEGATE PLACE
EDMOND, OK 73003
CHAD DAVID TURNER
6987 OLYMPIC DRIVE
PORT ARTHUR, TX 77642
HEATHER ANN TURNER
307 PARTRIDGE LANE
LONGWOOD, FL 32779
TENAYA N'CHIRA TYNES
19110 NW 88TH COURT
HIALEAH, FL 33015
JENNIFER ELLEN TYRE
609 BERWICK DRIVE
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
u
STEPHEN CHARLES ULICNY III
1 HICKORY DRIVE
AMHERST, NH 03031
AIMEE URQUIAGA
1634 SOUTHWEST 17TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33145
MICHAEL JAMES VINCELETTE
P.O. BOX 1517
HEALDSBURY, CA 95448
BOLKO GRAF VON DER SCHULENBURG
330 BLACKLAND ROAD
ATLANTA, GA 30342
RAMONA SYLVIA VON ONDARZA
4TA TRANSU. LOS PALOS GRANDES
EDIF. DAL MATA
CARACAS, VENEZUELA
w
JEFFERSON MORGAN VANDERZEE
1192 PARK AVENUE, APT. ##5.A
NEW YORK, NY 10128
COLLEEN MARIE WALSH
2538 ST. MICHEL AVENUE
MELBOURNE, FL 32935
DEANNA DAWN WARD
5840 AUVERS BOULEVARD, APT. #306
ORLANDO, FL 32807
ROBERT SHANNON WEBSTER
1010 NORTH JOANNA AVENUE
TAVARES, FL 32778
KELLY ELIZABETH WEINMEISTER
632-6 NORTH SEMORAN BOULEVARD
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
DUANE PAUL WELCH
2120 HARBORSIDE DRIVE, APT. #618
LONGBOAT KEY, FL 34228
DANIEL KIRK WESTMORELAND, JR.
1361 CARR AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38104
SARA ELIZABETH WHITE
5140 KATI LYNN DRIVE
APOPKA, FL 32712
DEE ANN WHITING
3 RED BUD LANE
COVINGTON, KY 41015
RICHARD FORD WILKINSON
7398 MC VAY ROAD
GERMANTOWN, TN 38138
EDGAR HAROLD WILLARD IV
1330 NORTH LAKE OTIS DRIVE
WINTER HAVEN, FL 33880
ROBYN LYN WILLIAMS
9805 BISCAYNE LANE
LAS VEGAS, NV 89117-3646
REX THOMAS WILMOUTH
2525 HARKNEY HILL ROAD
COVENTRY, RI 02816
DE ANNE PACE WINGATE
3762 ABINGDON ROAD
CHARLOTTE, NC 28211
SIMON LAWRENCE WISEMAN
42 BUTTERMERE DRIVE
CAMBERLEY, SURREY
ENGLAND GU165QX
UNITED KINGDOM
CASEY LEE WOHL
1800 STATE ROAD, APT. #17
AVON PARK, FL 33825
SUZY WONG
LAGOENWEG #13
ORANJESTAD, ARUBA
DUTCH CARIBBEAN
JENNIFER VERNON WORTH
2449 JORDAN TRAIL
WEST DES MOINES, IA 50265
CHRISTOPHER CHADWELL YEAGER
3700 FORT CHARLES DRIVE
NAPLES, FL 33940
JENNIFER ANN YOUNG
2899 BEALE STREET
TITUSVILLE, FL 32796
JOSEPH EDWARD ZAFFARESE
111 RIPPLING BROOK WAY
BERNARDSVILLE, NJ 07924
SHANNON HOLLY ZWICK
16917 TIMBERLAKES DRIVE
FORT MYERS, FL 33908
Shelby
Shaffer
And Jen
Harris
smile for
the
camera
during a
fall
party.
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Wow, Its over. Im saying this minutes after finishing 252
pages almost entirely by myself. Anyway, let me get to what I have
to say. First of all I will like to thank the four people who made this
book a reality when it seem that I was in the most dismal of times.
Jean Henry, Iara Peng, Linda Sitek, and Drew Williams, you
guys are the best! If it was not for your assistance and your cre-
ative energies, no one would have a copy of this book in their
hands now. This book is dedicated to the four of you! Todd B.:
Crabby you still are, yet you're still a great friend. By the way what
happened to that %$#@*& Simpsons tape? Hope you try to find
some time in '96-'97 to spend more time with your friends of '94-
'95. Lil' Brian: MIA. Where the hell are you? I still remember
when you got an eyeful of Veronica at the Leadership Retreat, and
who can't forget that weekend with Kiet, Kim, Vanessa. The worst
part of that night was when our party was crashed by Mama (aka
Martha Dumptruck, aka Heavy D). Kiet: Tuan? Ok, enough about
that. Hope that everything goes well for you in Chicago. Matt W.:
MA!. Tomas: My favorite Irish friend! Hanging out with you DB,
and Eric M. was the best (especially when you are drunk)! DB:
MA!, runs to ABC, I'll see you in Mahopac very soon! Melanson:
Not another beer! really I'm trying to cut back. Yolaine: I'm work-
ing on my French. Be careful with your hand next time. Say hi to
Ben. Leigh: We definately had a great time in Vargas' class.
"Wanna break a wave dude?". Annie: From LASA treasurer to
SGA comptroller, Wow! Hanging out with you at the house with
Danitza on weekends was great! Linda Sitek: Koo Bloo Koo Aid
in Skoo. "So L.T. is going to University of Miami Law School?
Really? That was the alma mater of Unfrozen Caveman Lawyer,
so I guess they have really easy admission standards. The legal
world must be quaking in their pants." I miss Sensei very much.
She gave so much personality to the '95 edition, and we can't
forget Evans! Evans! Evans! Sharon: "Charon, shockolit ship
cookies are avaible at the chopping mall." We survive POL 321!
Cherry Surplees and Bacardi are a great mix. Boylan: "BUN IN
THE OVEN!", You're the best "Big Red!". Keep in touch. Alyssa:
Aruba defiantely rules. "Remember Taryn lost because of a con-
spiracy between Bonaire and Curacao!" Are you still on America
On Line? I told you that you will be an addict in days. No more
gifs, or else your computer's memory will explode! Best
rollerblader in town. I'll see you in Oranjestad some day.. Suzy:
No
more
40+
single
space
papers
for
Valdes.
No
more
Beans
Food
either!
Leslie: More
fun times just like
the time at the
Super Tyrone
Concert!
Damien: My
partner in crime.
To you I leave
you my first
novel when it is
published.
Kenny B. I
would have put
your picture on
my page but
you're on so
many so far. Carlos:
Another night just like the
first time we met at the
Rio Bravo. Gonna miss
your crabby moods also!
Just dont touch my CD's.
Michelle S-R: Gonna
miss you at
Elizabeth. We
are free from
the crookstore.
Yes you heard
me right! Lets
have more fun
times like that
night at Rio
Bravo. Jean
Henry: Best
Herff Jones
rep on this
earth. Hope
your '96-'97 is
a good year
for you!
You're the best Jean!
Thanks for everything!
Ruth: You' are great!
Gonna miss you at
student activities. Blake,
Maureen, Saif, Gloria,
Penny, Melissa, and
Ray: Thanks for making
Student Activities such a
great office. Anthro/
LACA Dept.: Thanks for
all your help guys!
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Ann, Jessica, and the rest of Phi Mu: Thanks for having
your doors open to me, and Stiskin, and Trevor! Pascale: I
though I was hallucinating in the fall when I saw you in all my
classes that first day of classes. We had the same schedule, Deja
Vu, huh? Valenta: Don't worry, I'll be there to help you with any
problems with your computer. Hernan, Brad, Bart, Zane, and
Blake: Run, for you are free as the wind and free from Valdes
courses. Run
faster than
Mexican water
through a first
time tourist.
Run! Kappa
Delta: Great
bunch of girls. I
promise no
more photos on
your
floor. Campus
Saftey & Ernie:
Thanks for all
your help this
year! Mail
Clerks: Thanks
for handling the bulks of incoming and outgoing mail that I
received and send. Shelby: I told you I was going to print that
photo! Sonia: Thanks for everything. I love ya! Jeannette:
When are you coming back? Angela: Best neighbor at Eliza-
beth! Got to show me how to make a Bahama Mama. Vanessa
G & Kim G.: You guys were the best during the leadership
retreat. More beer runs to sevies! So what's Victoria's Secret?
Vanessa I heard Mambo King has a crush on you. "Ju know
babee!" Jen Thompson: A great person and human being, You
are simply great. Gonna miss you! Penelope, Alisa, and Stacy:
Thanks for making the third floor a great place to
MY TOP TEN SAYINGS
1 . Bite Me!
2. Koo Bloo Koo Aid In Skoo!
3. MA!
4. Doesn't Take a Psych Major to see that...
5. Whatever!
6. Call me Mr. Birdseye, but the thing stays frozen!
7. Dont Come on Knockin' when the teepee is
rocking!
8. Im Tired!
9. No #$%" Sherlock !
10. CENSORED
TOP TEN THINGS
PEOPLE WANT TO GIVE ME
1 . Master Key to Phi Mu House
2. Date with Bonita Buttrell.
3. Another "Glamor Shots" Photo to Add to Tomokan.
4. Another crabby roommate.
5. Tomokan Position till 2010.
6. More Psycho Chicks.
7. An Award for person who has taken the most Valdes courses.
8. Job on Geraldo.
9. More foot problems.
10. To be adopted by the Headley Family. "Hey
Mon, I have five jobs! How many jobs do you
have?"
Live by Linda's motto (found in '94's
book). S.N.T.'s go to E.W.'s, D. J. S. Y. E.
This is my second Tomokan, and next year it
will be my last. Anyway see ya' next year.Yes
Drew, I'll be ready in August!
You'll know when you are in New York City
when you see... (This is a Classic Photo I took
on West End Avenue in December)
Layout Design: Luis Hernandez
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ASHLEY— D.C. Convention, peer
mentors, yearbook days, Gayfers
CollegeBoard and the santa suit,
matches save lives. CHAROLETTE—
best 'lil sis, ATO, Denny's menu, You
heard what while sleeping. ..gross!,
how could she forget to take that out?,
Out with the old and in with the new.
LISA-- younger is a-okay, ATO back
hallway, "I'm not a.. ..(birthday at
Baja)". AMY W- I am so glad that
RUSH didn't change our friendship,
Don't ever change. AMYE S- Bally's,
tanning salons, Colorado Fondo
Company. EV and DEV-- Best fresh-
man years, I am proud of theATO and
TKE groupies you both became, Don't
reach the end of the rainbow too soon.
MYPLEDGE CLASS-We still rock! Even more
p with the addition of the Fall pledges. JASON
\nd MIKE - Where's the black light?, Taco Bell
ate night spilled in the car, Days Of Our Lives,
:rush party t-shirt. BURT-- Senor Musica.
4ATT M- Holly Cow. JOE, JOSH, CHAD,
ORGE, BRAD, CHIP - Robo pound, Cuban
andwiches from 7-11. MATT G and BRIANH-
\ a finally repaid bottle of Asti. JONATHANand
:RIC— cuddle buddies, videos and passing out.
VERYONE ELSE - SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!
THE GIRLS IN BLACK - STEALTH is the best
way to go, but let's not get caught next time.
CANCUN '96- hell hotel Suites Brisas, Mex
hotel poolside, drinking until sunrise and start-
ing over again, stripper boys, Union....mmm,
amaretto sour birthday with Lalo, guacamole,
banana daquiri, free drinks, more free drinks,
and even more free drinks! KENDALL-- email
freak, Any messages?, wedding bells? ALEXIS-
- missing Aladdin video. LISA S— Best Big Sis
even though I never see you. JENNY C—
greatest dancer award, MAT105, say hi to your
brother. JEN JOHNSTON - best heart award,
missed off-campus pictures. JENN JUDGE—
only one more year of 2 person classes. BECKY-
bike rides. KATIA— next semester we will be in
the house, Thanks for all the talks. CHI-O
PLEDGES - Ya'll are the greatest!
IAN G - I'll call you, I swear! ATO - peat????
TKE-- Wine tasting parties rule!
Layout Design: Kimberly Stowers
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Joy Ahlering: Thanks for your great photographs! Lisa Basurto: Many thanks or your help with KD's section. Fred
Battenfield: Fred, You are the man! Thanks for the great sports photographs and information regarding the Tars.
Jeff Botz: Jeff, Thanks for the awesome photographs, you deserve some credit for everything you have done. Joanna
Boylan: Wow. . .You were one big help throughout this year. Thanks for your help with photographs. Dani Brenha:
Thanks for your help throughout the year with Residential Life programs. Kristen Carpenter: For your time and help
with the waterski and Greek sections. Your help was truly appreciated. Geraldine Carroll: Thanks for your help with
everything. Buena suerte en tu futuro. Vanessa Carroll: Thank you for your time and help. Truly, the Admissions
office will be in chaos without your presence. Leigh Carter: You are the best Leigh! Thanks for providing with pictures
when I needed them the most. Gloria Chandler-Gumbs: Gloria, you are great! Thanks for your help in getting letters
and other promotional materials out to the campus. Ladies of Chi-Omega: Many thanks in providing the Tomokan
with photographs and being a great sport about it. Michelle Cicak: Thanks for your help with everything, especially
Alumni Weekend Spread. Yolaine Cotel: Thanks for assisting me in naming people in photographs. Come back to
the Tomokan! Penelope Dane: Thanks for your help in organizing the dark room. You are truly a genius. Nat Eberle:
Thanks for your help with the dreaded PBU computers and with the Greek section. Terri Felton: Thanks for your
great photos! Eileen Fernandez: Many thanks for your help and great photographs. Randy Gilmore: Congratu-
lations on another great edition of Brushing. Thanks for all of your help. Kim Graves: Kim, thanks for everything this
year. Your help is greatly appreciated. Abby Gresko: Thanks for all of the great photographs. Jocelyn Hamilton:
Thanks for your help in organizing the womens' crew photo. Kim Hanisak: Congratulations on your new position.
Thanks for everything. Alyssa Hart: Danki, para todo. Your assistance was and will always be cherished. By the way
I'm brushing up on my Papiamento. Shawn Hastings: Congratulations on Brushing 1 996. Thanks for your help! Pat
Head: Though that photo never got in, your help with the mens' tennis section is appreciated. Jean Henry: The best
Herff Jones representative in Florida. Thanks for your undying help and assistance with everything. Angela Higgs:
Gracias for your help with naming who's who in photographs. Larry Humes: Thanks for sharing your time and photo
collection with our staff. All of your help is appreciated! Ruth Jackson: One of Rollins great celebrities and and a
great help this and last year. Your presence at the Student Activities will be missed. Thanks for everything and God
bless. Kiomie Johansen: We only wish we could say thank you in over a thousand ways. Thanks for your help and
great photographs. Isabel Kalpakian: Thanks for those very great and informative pictures about the Armenian
Orthodox Church. Ladies of Kappa Alpha Theta: Thanks for your help in getting photographs for the Greek section.
Ladies of Kappa Delta: Thanks for meeting photo deadlines and for providing the Tomokan staff with photographs.
Ladies of Kappa Kappa Gamma: Thanks for your help with the Greek life spread. Debbie Kennedy: Thanks for
all of your help at the Montgomery plant! Suzanne Lawe: Many thanks for your help with KD's spreads. Jennifer
Maloney: Thanks for everything these past two years. The Tomokan's new found success would not have been
possible without your help. Sybil McKinzy: Thanks for your help with everything in the fall. Alexis Mead: Rollins'
number one covergirl...Thanks for your help with everything. Lillian Mindich: Thanks for the crew photos. Dan
Ba Mulligan: Thanks for your helping in assisting us in picking up and dropping off film/photographs. Christine Ng-
A-Fook: Thanks for not smashing our camera whenever I took your photograph. Liz Nguy: Thanks for your friendly
help with the Singled Out event. Shellie Olszewski: Thanks for everything and good luck in your future. Laureline
Orsetti: Thanks for the cross country photos and all of your help this and last year. Amy Percy: Thanks for all of
your friendly help and especially for your great personality! ! ! Ladies of Phi Mu: You guys are great! Thanks for your
help with getting photographs and your cooperation with everything. Damien Picquet: Thanks for your help this year!
Anne-Marie Puig: Thanks for your help this year! Your help is truly appreciated. Sonia Rivera: Muchas gracias para
todo. You are truly a great person, and one of the best damn secretaries this side of the Mississippi. Thanks for your
help with the always fun task of depositing checks and ordering lists & labels. Julie Sauers: Thanks for all of your
help! Michelle Segarra-Rovira: Many thanks for all of your help this year. Lua Rudolph: Thanks for your
photographs and information regarding the Bahai faith. Thanks for everything this year! Shelby Shaffer: Thanks for
the great photographs and time. Mark Shanoff: Thanks for your help with everything this year. Good luck with the
1996-97 SGA. Gentlemen of Sigma Phi Epsilon: Thanks for your quick and reliable assistance in providing us with
photographs and information for the book's Greek section. Linda Sitek '95: Linda you are a Godsent! Thanks for
your help during our most dismal times. Once again, thanks for everything! Sharon Stokely: Charon, Thanks for
your help and for your photographs. By the way I love your chirt, chorts, and chews. Jennifer Thompson: Thanks
for everything Jen! You are definately one of the Bahamas' finest exports. Kiet Tran: Thanks for your time and
assistance in getting recognition for AASA in this year's edition. Good luck in your new future. Colleen Walsh:
Colleen, thanks for your help throughout this year. Your cooperation and assistance is greatly appreciated. Lee West:
Lee, thanks for your help and your awesome photographs. Was that really you on stage at the Super Tyrone concert?
Julie Westendorf: Thanks for helping the Tomokan so much with your photographs. Drew Williams: The best
organization's adviser at Rollins, your help, committment and energy truly has paid off these past three years. You
owe to yourself to go on a vacation now that the 1996 Tomokan is completed! Suzy Wong: Otro vez mas en
Papiamento, Danki, para todo tu ayuda. Good luck in your future! To everyone else who helped, but is not mentioned
here we would like to thank you for your help and time in making the 1996 Tomokan a reality! See you next year!
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Derek,
We are so proud of you
upon your graduation
day. May all good things
come your way.
Love Mom & Dad
Qo4uyuUulatix^vi! life ate 4a v&uf,
pA&u& you. 0wi Icwe. and
fLteuf&ti, ate with if&u aLuMUfi,
Jt(we,rMo*n, & 2)ad
Mary JenniFer,
Be qood comFort, bE oF one mud, live in peace; ancI
tNe Cod oF Love ANd peace will bE wiTh you.
2 CoRiNTkiANs 17:11
CoNqRATUlATioNS ANd Cod SpEtd,
Love, Mom & DAd
YOU
COME
A
LONG
WAY
BABY!
CONGRATULA-
TIONS '96
\° 0<^ n^1
Satisfaction
As you look back on yesterday,
may your memories be warm.
As you enjoy today,
may your heart be filled
with happiness.
As you look ahead to tomorrow,
may your fondest hopes
and dreams come true.
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Life to you, Kimberly, is a Beautiful Beach. ..over which these feet will cross...May the
Sand be smooth as Silk, never a stone too big to thwart your way...May the Wind be
going your way. ..and your burden be light. ..And if the wind changes the load heavy
and stones appear...May the Lord lead the way through the stormy times and help
carry the load...Go forth to do his work and may all who meet you enjoy the beauty
you hold in your heart and the gifts you Have to Offer!
All Our Love,
God Bless You!
Mom, Dad, Rich & Todd
We are so proud of
you!
CONCRATHLATIONS
ANNE!
LOVE,
MOM, DAD, ELIZABETH
AND ALL THE CATS.
Congratulations to the Class of 1996!
All the best for your future.
Mr. & Mrs. Antonio Von Ondarza
Caracas, Venezuela
Tony,
Thank you for taking us on this
wonderful journey with you. From
the beginning of your journey, until
this
proud
mo-
ment,
it has
been
full of
joy
and
happiness for us. All our love as
you continue on your journey.
Love,
Dad, Mom & Nikki
Layout Design: Luis Hernandez
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Dude,
Congratulations on one of your
greatest accomplishments. Now that
you know all of the answers, all you
need is someone to pop the question!
"Peace Out, Rock on"
Love
,
Mom and Dad
Missy and Larry
Hayley, Keegan and Kiley
Mike and Stephanie
Ty and Amy
In Iionor oF Matt Pfohl
There is a funny old saying, one that says,
If you don't ride a bicycle,
you don't fall off! 11
What it meansto say, of course, is
if you do put a lot of energy into something,
you are bound to make mistakes-,
and if you take a lot of risks,
you are bound to tumble here and there.
But remember this: that if you persist,
you will arrive at the destination of your choice.
And if you do occasionally fall in the process,
you'll learn much more than if you don't.
So try, and so, and discover all that you can be.
And take me with you...
in spirit, as you go,
so you'll know that
I'll always be beside you
wishing for nothing but the best.
Congratulation:
Mom, Dad and famil
DIM,
COOD UlOi TO VOU JK VOU
fwiNC ffiom
GJMMJOTIOH TO i (U Of
VODft OWN.
CfHiqKali&almiA Jew!
and
best wishes to the
Class ol 1996
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To the Class of 1996
How to Really be Alive
Live Juicy. Stamp out conformity. Stay in bed
all day. Dream of Gypsy Wagons, find snails making
love. Develop an astounding appetite for books.
DRINK SUNSETS. Dram out your feelings. Amaze yourself
.
Be Ridiculous. STOP WORRYING
. NOW. If not now. then when?
Make YES VOUr favorite word. Marry yourself. Dry your
clothes in the sun. Eat mangoes naked. Keep toys in the bathtub.
Spin you rselfdizzy. Hang upside down. Follow a child.
Celebrate an old person. Send a love letter to yourself.
BE ADVANCED . Try endearing, invent new ways to love.
transform megsitiTOOo Delight someone, wear pajamas
to a drive in movie. Allow yourself to feel rich without
money. Be who you truly are and the money will follow.
BELIEVE IN EVERYTHING.
YOU ARE ALWAYS ON YOUR WAY TO A MIRACLE.
THE MIRACLE IS YOU!
Best Wishes
bug
and the class of 1996!
With Love,
The Pooles
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There are those who think
of graduation as the
checkered flag
of life's LEARNING RACE.
And those who think
it is merely a pit-stop.
Good Luck
Rollins Graduates.
the
STORE
Winter Park • 407.628.0550
©n^sns ©if suns
from the
Bookstore at
Rollins College
Rose Skillman Hall
646-2133 - Phone
646-1525 - Fax
ASUKING SUCCESS ONE INVESTOR AT A TIME
Best wishes from all of us at Dean Witter
DEAN WITTER
of Winter Park
200 E. New England Avenue'Fourth Floor* Winter Park, FL 32789
THOMAS 7MVa2iu.
LUMBER CO.r w i
MasterCard
Since 1925
231 W. Gore Street 784 Orange Avenue
ORLANDO
841-1250
WINTER PARK
644-7704
HFMC
Congratulations to the
1996 Rollins College Graduates!
Airport Products and Sysytems Division
7300 Presidents Drive
Orlando, Florida 32809
407-851-3377
Telex -681-6649
Facsimile - (407) 857-9180
RAMADA
•Sparking Pool & Tropical Sundeck
•Convenient to all area attractions
•Free Cable/HBO/ESPN/CNN
•Free Welcome Drink
736 Lee Road
Orlando. FL 3281 O
(Just off I-4 - Exit 46)
(407) 647-1112
(800) 262-7003
Fax (407) 740-8964
Mention this ad and get 15% off Regular Rate
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Get It AllTogether At Publjx,
ftfiis High Quality. Low Prices.
CHRIS
STEAK HOUSE.
Home of Serious Steaks
The Management & Staff wish to
Congratulate the Graduates of the
Class of *96.
May all your dreams come true!
999 Douglas Avenue Altamonte Springs (407) 682-6444
Winter Park • Orlando
®
ran
70 YEARS
COMBINED EXPERIENCE
ADA COMPLIANCE SERVICE-REPAIR
E£Sv 297-3930SERVICE ^
DELTA ELEVATOR, INC. • P.O. BOX 585768 • ORLANDO, FL 32858 •
• ORLANDO: 407-297-3830 • 1-800-330-3930 • FAX 407-295-7604 •
• DAYTONA 904-258-6323 • COCOA 407-725-6463 • ST. PETERSBURG 813-894-7940
• TAMPA 813-224-9540 • JACKSONVILLE 904-730-0768
cMountaii^
HOT SPRINGS. ARK. CASHIERS. NORTH CAROLINA
Serving Central and North Florida
1030 Sunshine La-e Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
1-600-368-8915
(407) 865-6707 • Fax (407) 865-5991
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Of CUTRAl fKOfOK WC
Major Appliance Repairs
All Makes & Models
Senior Discount
Complete Mobile Service
•Refrigerators'Freezers'lcemakers*
•Washers/Dryers'Ranges/Ovens* Me,
•Dishwashers'Garbage Disposals* cUg( Bur9a '
• • w Care~
•Water Heaters'Microwaves*
WE OFFER $10.00 DISCOUNT
FOR ALL WINTER CHAMBER MEMBERS
ON A MAJOR APPLIANCE PROTECTION PLAN
Locally owned & operated.
Servicing 30,000 customers since 1986
"°Sr8m
Orange County
876-6666
Ask about
our 1 year
guarantee!
Seminole County
788-2593
N&XhZ SALON
PARK AVENUE'S EXCLUSIVE SALON!
NAILS * FACIALS * WAXING * MAKE OVER
Acrylics Gels • Silk • Fiberalass • European Manicures & Pedicures
10% DISCOUNT FOR ROLLINS STUDENTS
106 N PARK AVE,
WINTER PARK, FL
(above Banana Republic) 645-0400
SCHOLASTICADVERTISING, INC.
Yearbook Advertising Specialists
In the East
1-800-964-0777
In the West
1-800-964-0776
DIAMONDS
SPECIALIZING IN 1 CARAT S ABOVE
CERTIFIED GIA GEMOLOGiST ON PREMISES
JEWELRY
FEATURING THE FINEST LINES -
NOVA STYLING • UNIGEM • PEARLS BY MIKI MOTO
COMPLETE GOLDSMITH SHOP
DESIGNER ON STAFF
WATCHES
AUTHORIZED AGENT FOR
EBEL • PATEK PHILIPPE
BAUME 4 MERCIER
COMPLETE BRIDAL REGISTRY
EXTENSIVE COLLECTION
OF CHINA. CRYSTAL & STERLING
52 PARK AVE S WINTER PARK
MON-SAT I0AMSPM
6*4-7119
fflff Gift WRAPPING
S LOCAL DELIVERY
In Grtnd Cypr»»« Hotel
In Orlendo MEMBER Jewele'5 o' America
PITTSBURGH
PAINT & GLASS, INC.
Winter Park, Florida
Phone 644-4022
We Specialize in Mirror Walls,
Framed Mirrors, Table Tops, Shower Doors
& Window Repair
DENNIS McDADE
President
620 West Fairbanks Avenue
Winter Park. FL 32789
®
Orlando Coca-Cola
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The cover was embossed on matte black leather with black silkscreen and a rectangular die cut. The board
weight was 160 point. The trim size of the book was 9x12'. The book was smyth sewn with rounding and
backing and headbands.
Endsheets were four color. The photograph was taken by Jeff Botz of Thornton Studios.
The paper stock used throughout the book was 80 lb. Ermine. There were 264 pages in the book. Four color
and spot color were used for the Campus Life section. The primary typefaces were Soutane and Optane.
Headlines were usually set in 36 point, body copy in 12 point, captions in 10 point, and folios in 8 point.
Typefaces varied for headlines, including Amphion, Anastasia, Arena Condensed, Brush Hand, Brush Script,
Cookie, Cookie Hollow, Halloween, Gaelic, Graverplate, Koffee, Liddie, Liddie Black, Palatino, Minstrel,
Salsa, Stencil Sans, and Tango Regular.
PageMaker 5.0, along with Herff Jones template program PageMaster, was used for the layout of the
publication. Herff Jones printed 500 copies at their Montgomery, Alabama plant. Jean Henry was the local
representative, and Debbie Kennedy was the customer service adviser in Montgomery.
Senior and underclassmen photographs were taken by Thornton Studios located in New York, New York.
Some candid photographs were provided by the Public Relations Office, courtesy of Larry Humes. Most
candid and profile photographs were taken by Luis Hernandez '97. Sports photographs were provided by the
the Athletics Department, courtesy of Fred Battenfield.
Advertising was contracted with Scholastic Advertising, Inc. of Atlanta, Georgia.
The 1996 Tomokan sold for $25 in advance. The Tomokan has an office on the third tier of the Mills Memorial
Center. The office phone number is (407) 646-1594 and the campus box number is 2542. The Tomokan's
e-mail address is tomokan&rollins.edu .
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